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Citizenship! is! premised! on! universal! rights,! yet! experienced! by! some! citizens! as! differentiated! or!



































































































































































































































































mechanisms! in! Latin! America! (Abers,! 2000;! Avritzer,! 2009;! Pearce,! 2010).! However,! this! growing!
global!policy!trend!for!encouraging!‘active!citizenship’,! ignores!the!realities!of!people’s!lives!and!is!










research! approach,! in! order! to! better! understand! the! relationship! between! citizenship,!



















flexibility! and! destandardisation! of! education,! work! and! retirement;! globalisation! and!
decentralisation.!They!argue!that!these!new!realities!require!a!new!and!different!‘post!Marshallian’!
concept!of!citizenship.!Marshall’s!theory!referred!to!the!emergence!of!citizenship!in!the!context!of!









(Newman! et, al.,! 2004).! There! is! cause! for! concern! about! the! inclusiveness! and! justice! of! such! a!
citizenship! V! traditionally! constructed! in! relation! to! the! state! V! becoming!defined! in! terms!of! selfV













policies,! discourses! and! norms;! and! a! capacity! to! act,! to! practise! citizenship! through! a! vertical!

















of! its! affinity!with! liberal! democracy,! its! continued! resilience! (Crouch,! 2011),! but! also!because! its!





2012,!p.71).!Others!analyse!how!neoliberalism!coopts!or! is! challenged!by! local!social!and!political!
forces! to! create! ‘variegated! neoliberalisation’! (Brenner! et, al.,! 2010),! or! identify! an! ‘inclusive!











2011).! Across! Europe! and! beyond! there! are! both! differences! and! convergences! in! the! shape! of!














political! spectrum,! and!both!have!maintained!a!preoccupation!with! the! role!of! civil! society.!Both!









accompanied! by! economic! and! social! policies,! constructs! notions! of! citizenship,! spaces! and!
mechanisms!for!citizens!to!interact!with!the!state.!!
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Scholars! identify! more! collaborative! relations! between! governments! and! the! governed! where!
challenges! to!neoliberalism!are!emerging! (Yates!and!Bakker,!2014).!Mahon!and!Macdonald! (2010)!
conceptualise! antiVpoverty! movements! in! Toronto! and! Mexico! City! as! spaces! of! resistance! to!
neoliberal! rule,! and! also! as! sites! for! the! production! of! alternative! policy! projects,! visions,! and!
strategies.!Accounts!of!‘postVneoliberalism’!tend!to!focus!on!Venezuela,!Brazil,!Ecuador,!Argentina!and!
Bolivia!(Webber!and!Carr!2013;!Grugel!and!Riggirozzi,!2012),!although!the!optimism!of!these!accounts!










conditional,! fragmented! or! as! nonVcitizenship,! in! both! settings.! Yet,! they! aspire! to! an! inclusive!
citizenship! that! challenges! the! dominant! discourses,! reflecting! a! mismatch! between! the! formal!
processes!and!policies!of!citizenship,!and!their!everyday!imaginings!and!experiences.!!
This!is!resonant!of!what!Habermas!(1987)!theorised!as!a!crisis!taking!place!in!contemporary!society!






challenge! existing! forms! of! discrimination! –! particularly! those! based! on! gender! and! sexuality.! In!
England,!moralising!welfare!discourses!and!deep!cuts!in!funding!for!social!programmes,!combine!with!







been! at! the! heart! of! my! work.! I! started! work! as! a! TEFL! teacher,! during! which! time! I! learnt! to!
experiment!with!classroom!methods!to!enable!individual!and!group!learning.!At!the!time,!I!did!not!
identify! these! as! ‘participatory!methods’! and! the! focus! was! on! pedagogy! for! acquiring! a! second!
language! rather! than! emancipation! or! epistemological! theories.! But! I! was! drawn! to! the!
methodological!challenges!of!classroom!participation,!individual!and!collective!learning.!!I!then!went!
to! teach!English!at! the!University!of!Central!America,!where! I! learnt! that! language!skills!are!more!
readily!acquired!when!students!bring!their!own!experiences!and!aspirations!into!their!studies.!I!moved!
into! the! world! of! ‘development’! and! experienced! the! dynamics! of! researching,! designing! and!







Subsequently,! working! as! a! researcher! in! the! UK! domestic! sector! brought!me! insight! into! these!
dynamics!within! the!UK.!Much!of!my!work! involved!evaluating!government! initiatives! to!promote!
citizen! participation! and! engagement,! and! neighbourhood! renewal.! This! work! developed! into!






























The!main! focus! of! this! study! is! the! less! researched! area! of! the! understandings! and! practices! of!
citizenship! from! the! perspective! of! marginalised! citizens.! It! is! concerned! with! the! empirical!
experiences!of!citizens,!but!also!their!analysis,!as!they!challenge!dominant!conceptions!of!citizenship!
and!reframe!them!in!ways!that!are!relevant!to!their!everyday!lives,!often!in!small!but!significant!ways.!
Bang! (2005)! talks! of! ‘everyday! makers’,! who! pursue! ‘small! tactics’! rather! than! macroVstrategic!
projects,!thereby!exercising!‘creative!capacities!as!“ordinary”!citizens’!(see!Davies,!2013,!p.498).!I!have!





also! of! agency,! and! small! acts! of! citizenship.! Sometimes! these! acts! take! place! in! ‘invited’! spaces!




feel! excluded! from! them.! They! may! also! experience! themselves! as! being! citizens! through! the!
‘contingent!possibilities’!that!emerge!in!the!complex!social!processes!that!operate!in!their!marginal!
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grounded!experiences! and!analysis!of! citizenship!undertaken!by!marginalised! citizens! themselves,!
foregrounding! their! experience! and! exercise! of! agency.! Participants! in! both! settings! associate!































Many! of! the! digital! stories! created! through! this! research! are! in! some!ways! testimonies! of! nonV
citizenship,!of!what!it!feels!like!to!be!excluded.!However,!they!are!also!articulations!of!agency,!as!the!
stories!communicate!(in!most!cases)!a!journey!that!involved!overcoming!the!subjective!obstacles!to!a!
sense! of! citizenship.! The! challenges! and! limitations! of! using! a! participatory! approach! in! a! PhD!
framework!(as!well!as!my!own!limitations),!are!discussed!in!Chapter!Three.!The!data!generated!using!


































through! national! programmes! and! media! communications,! demonstrating! a! strong! interest! in!
controlling!and!shaping!the!citizenship!agenda!and!constructing!certain!forms!of!citizen!agency.!In!
England,!the!emphasis!on!market!participation!and!increasingly!punitive!welfare!regulations!construct!












remains! a! topVdown! perspective! (Bevir,! 2018;! Waring! and! Martin,! 2016;! Brady,! 2014).! The!









which! in! both! contexts,! is! a! policy! construct! and! discourse! which! operates! as! a! technology! of!
governance!to!shape!and!direct!citizen!action.!There! is!evidence!of!contestation!of!the!discourses,!






and! supporting! organisations;! it! is! also! relevant! to! national! and! local! government! policyVmakers!
seeking!to!develop!more!inclusive!approaches!to!citizen!engagement,!community!development!and!
service!delivery! in!neighbourhoods.! It! confirms! the! critical! role! that! organisations! can!play! in! the!
everyday! lives! of! people! in! marginalised! settings.! Further,! by! bringing! together! experiences! of!
citizenship!in!England!and!Nicaragua,!it!also!contributes!to!addressing!the!divide!between!theory!and!
policy!in!the!EuroV!or!AngloVcentric!world!and!the!developing!world!at!a!time!when!it!is!more!urgent!




level! using! qualitative! methodologies.! However,! insufficient! attention! has! been! paid! to! the!
contribution! of! participatory! methods! for! understanding! citizenship! from! the! perspectives! of!
marginalised!groups!themselves;!‘seeing!like!a!citizen’,!rather!than!what!a!governable!citizen!looks!
like!from!the!perspective!of!the!state!(Gaventa,!2010,!see!also!Clarke!et,al.,!2014).!In!addition,!there!
is! little! research!that!has! taken! into!account! the!potential!of!crossVnational! research!to!bring!such!















rightsVbearing! citizen! in! the! context!of! governance.! It! considers! the! influence!of!neoliberalism!on!
governance!and!implications!for!the!conceptualisation!of!the!citizen.!This!literature!is!contrasted!with!
scholarship! that! argues! for! a! grounded! and! differentiated! approach! to! citizenship,! which! it!
conceptualises!as!shaped!by!subjectivities!and!identities.!Next,!theories!of!neoliberal!governmentality!
are! introduced! and! their! significance! for! shaping! citizenship! subjectivities.! Literature! that!
conceptualises!citizen!agency!is!discussed,!and!the!case!is!made!for!foregrounding!citizen!agency!in!














constructed! in! terms!of! rights! in!each!context,!and!how!political!and!social! rights!are!contextually!














and! political! subjectivity,! and! how! agency! is! experienced! in! England! and!Nicaragua.! The! analysis!





three! core! research!questions.! The! contribution!of! this! thesis! to! knowledge!about! citizenship! and!
citizen! agency! are! stated,! and! the! methodological! contribution! of! this! research! approach! to!
understanding! citizenship! through! a! neoliberal! governmentality! with! agency! framework! is!
summarised.! It! is! argued! that! through! combining! participatory! research! methods! including!
visual/digital!storytelling,!with!document!analysis!and!qualitative!interviews,!it!is!possible!to!develop!












and! practised! by! citizens! living! in!marginalised! settings! in! England! and! Nicaragua?! In! this! study,!
citizenship! is!understood!as!socially!constructed!and! contested,! through!both! formal!and! informal!
processes.!Foucault’s!(1978)!concept!of!governmentality!is!applied,!which!is!interpreted!here!as!the!
visible! and! covert! structuring! power! of! stateVcentred! processes.! The! literature! that! theorises!
neoliberal!governmentality!tends!to!take!a!macroVlevel!approach!(Peck!et,al.,!2010;!Crouch,!2011).!
This!tendency!has!been!critiqued!for!its!lack!of!insight!into!the!particularities!of!specific!contexts,!and!






that!has! informed!this! framework;!and!sets!out! the! rationale! for! taking!this!approach! to!studying!















been! theorised! as! governance,! which! casts! the! citizen! as! a! participant! or! coVproducer! working!
alongside!the!state!to!deliver!societal!benefits.!!This!approach!tends!to!construct!citizenship!only!in!
relation!to!the!state,!which!is!challenged!by!scholars!who!suggest!that!citizenship!may!be!constructed!
through! identities! and! subjectivities.! Others! have! emphasised! the! influence! of! neoliberalism! on!
governance,!in!particular!Foucault.!Foucault’s!theory!of!neoliberal!governmentality!offers!an!approach!
to! understanding! how! the! state! shapes! citizenship! and! citizen! subjectivities! through! formal! and!
informal!processes.!Foucault!(2008)!describes!these!processes!as!‘technologies’;!collections!of!rational!











































and!exclusion,! resulting! in! the!unequal!distribution!of! rights.!These!differences!are!the!product!of!












increased! pressure! on! public! service! providers! to! cut! spending.! This! has! been! accompanied! by! a!
growing!tendency!to!make!the!receipt!of!benefits!conditional!on!progress!towards!work,!which!signals!




Nicaragua!became! independent! from!Spanish!colonial!control! in!1821.!The!Somoza! family! rose!to!
power!in!the!twentieth!century,!and!introduced!reforms!to!ensure!their!continuation!in!government.!
After! decades! of! conflict,! popular! resistance! to! Anastasio! Somoza’s! repressive! rule! grew! into! a!
movement!which!overthrew!the!dictatorship!in!1979.!A!revolutionary!government!was!formed!by!the!
Sandinista!Front! for!National!Liberation! (‘Sandinista!Front’!hereafter),!and!a!new!constitution!was!




appeals! to! collective! citizen! rights,! powers! and! responsibilities.! It! also! incorporates! indigenous!
concepts!of!collective!rights,!as!in!Bolivia!and!Ecuador,!where!indigenous!communal!property!rights!

























and! efficiency! through! partnership! working,! mechanisms! for! citizen! engagement,! and! the! subV













citizens! in! decisionVmaking! as! well! as! implementing! or! monitoring! local! services! (Taylor,! 2007;!
Newman!et,al.,! 2004;! Lowndes!and!Sullivan,! 2008).! However,! this!participation!has! tended! to!be!
framed!not!in!terms!of!democratic!rights,!but!as!users!of!services,!whereby!their!agency!is!in!‘making!
and!creating!the!services!they!receive’!(Barnes,!1999,!p.84),!and!the!risk!of!coVoption!is! intensified!
(Taylor,! 2011).! Since! 2010! when! the! Coalition! Government! took! office,! structures! for! citizen!




the! potential! for! citizen! agency! in! these! spaces.! Pearce! (2010)! identifies! the! emergence! of! the!
‘participant! citizen’! in! participatory! governance! spaces! in! Brazil,! Venezuela! and! Colombia.! Taylor!
(2004)!argues!that!political!agency!is!possible!even!under!prevailing!conditions!of!clientelism!in!Latin!
America,!while! others! argue! that! clientelism!more! often! undermines! innovations! in! participatory!
governance! in!Mexico! (Montambeault,! 2011).!Nicaragua’s! trajectory! is! less!well! documented,!but!
since!it!shares!a!history!of!colonialism!and!clientelism,!this!needs!to!be!considered!in!relation!to!the!
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(2011,! 2017)! argues! that! neoliberalism! takes! (at! least)! two! main! forms,! but! only! one! is! openly!
advocated.!First,!a! form! that! is!anchored! in!a!belief! in! free!markets!and!which!has!become!more!
nuanced!as!the!market’s!shortcomings!become!evident;!and!second,!a!form!that!supports!corporate!
domination! (Crouch! 2017,! p.235).! According! to! Hay! (2007),! neoliberalism! combines! the! liberal!
democratic!philosophy!of!individual!liberty!with!a!belief!in!the!desirability!of!a!global!regime!of!free!
trade,! labour! market! flexibility,! and! a! role! for! the! state! as! facilitator! and! custodian! of! market!
mechanisms.!!!
These! features! have! implications! for! how! citizenship! is! understood! and! practised.! Schmidt! and!
Thatcher! (2013)! highlight! how! neoliberalism! establishes! the! relative! roles! of! the! state! and! other!
actors,!in!particular!the!market;!and!Wacquant!(2012)!argues!that!neoliberalism!is!a!political!project!




since! neoliberalism! shapes! policies! which! are! implemented,! accepted! or! resisted! differently.!
Farnsworth!and!Irving!(2018,!p.3)!observe!‘variation!and!hybridity’!in!the!‘neoliberalisation’!of!welfare!
states.!This!variation!is!expected!between!Nicaragua!and!England.!
For! example,! in! Nicaragua,! structural! adjustment! programmes! were! implemented! by! successive!
governments!during!the!1990s!and!early!2000s,!ushering!in!public!spending!cuts!and!a!rapid!increase!
in!the!number!of!civil!society!organisations!engaged!in!service!provision,!and!channelling!international!
aid! to! fill! the!space!of! the!retreating!state! (Howard!and!Serra,!2011).! In! the!1990s,! the!advent!of!
structural! adjustment! programmes! brought! a! wave! of! protests! from! social! movements! and!
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organisations!within!the!strong!and!vocal!civil!society!‘sector’.!This!organised!sector!mobilised!and!










governments! created! Alianza, Bolivariana, para, los, Pueblos, de, Nuestra, América! (ALBA),! as! an!




2012).! Not! all! social! democratic! Latin! American! states! joined! ALBA:! there! have! been! significant!
tensions!between!the!reformist!centreVleft!and!the!more!radical!left!(see!for!example,!Wilpert,!2013!
on! Venezuela,! and! Perla! et, al.,! 2013! on! El! Salvador).! Webber! and! Carr! (2013,! p.6)! critique! an!


























The! Coalition! introduced! the! muchVcritiqued! ‘austerity’! strategy! (Sen,! 2015),! which! has! been!
maintained!by! the!Conservative!Government! and! cascaded!down! to! local! authorities,!which!must!














neoliberal! governance! approaches! which! explicitly! follow! a! market! logic,! and! those! which! cloak!





















a!nation!state!and!participating! in! its!democratic!processes.!Hoffman!(2004)!however,!argues! that!
citizenship!cannot!be!construed!purely!in!terms!of!a! relationship!with!the!state,!because!the!state!
itself! in! addressing! conflicts!of! interest,! denies! citizenship! to! some!groups.! Isin! and!Wood! (1999)!
similarly!question!the!idea!of!citizenship!as!a!universal!status!and!practice,!in!that!it!assumes!that!each!
citizen! understands! and! experiences! citizenship! in! the! same!way.! Following!Mouffe! (1992,! 1995,!
1996),!they!highlight!the!significance!of!identity!as!multiVsubjective,!and!find!that!a!person’s!sense!of!
identity!and!their!sense!of!citizenship!mutually!shape!each!other!(Isin!and!Wood,!1999;!Jones!and!
Gaventa,! 2002).! Kabeer! (2005)! argues! that,! for! people! who! are!marginalised! through! global! and!
national! policies! and! processes,! citizenship! begins! with! a! reassessment! and! reassertion! of! those!
identities! which! have! become! devalued! through! these! processes.! A! consideration! for! this! study!




religious! identities,! in! multiple! spheres,! and! through! what! Mouffe! (1995)! calls! multiple! and!
intersecting!‘subject!positions’.!YuvalVDavis!(1999,!p.122)!further!enriches!this!debate,!arguing!that!
we! need! to! understand! citizenship! as! ‘multiVlayered’! and! contextual,! and! that! citizenship! in!
! 24!
collectivities!in!these!different!layers!–!local,!ethnic,!national,!state,!crossV!or!transVstate!and!supraV




citizenship,! and! shape! meanings! of! citizenship,! according! to! how! these! tensions! and! tradeVoffs!
between!rights!and!identities!unfold!in!context.!!




identify! themselves! and! are! identified! by! others;! whether! they! experience! these! identities! as!
marginalised,!and!if!they!contest!this!marginalisation.!
Following!this!logic,!experiences!of!citizenship!are!generated!through!informal!social!relations!as!well!
as! formal! rules! and! policies.! It! is! often! through! informal! relationships! that! people! understand!
themselves!and!feel!a!sense!of!identity!and!belonging!in!relation!to!others.!These!may!be!in!a!place!or!
space!–!in!institutions,!community!groups,!neighbourhoods,!public!spaces!and!friendship!groups!(Wills!
2009,!p.159),! or! through!different! identityVbased! collectivities! such!as!ethnicity,! gender,!sexuality,!
class,!disability,! religion,!and!age! (YuvalVDavis,!1999).!Furthermore,!YuvalVDavis! (2011)!argues!that!
belonging!has! three! facets!–!emotional,! social!and!political.!The!emotional! is!often! ignored,!but!a!
growing!theme!in!the!literature!pays!attention!to!‘affective’!citizenship!(Furnier,!2010;!Mookherjee,!
2005;! di! Gregorio! and!Merolli,! 2016;! de!Wilde! and! Duyvendak,! 2016).! Howard! and! Vajda! (2017)!
highlight!how!for!some!people,!while!formal!citizenship!may!be!granted,!their!sense!of!belonging!to!a!
particular!group!may!inhibit!a!sense!of!citizenship,!if!the!rights!attached!to!that!identity!are!denied!or!
undermined! by! stigma,! as! is! often! the! case! with! minority! ethnicities! and! sexualities.! In! these!








































research! requires! analysis! of! how! citizenship! is! shaped! both! through! the! formal! structures! of!














is! able! to! shape! citizenship,! coVopt! citizen! agency,! or! neutralise! dissent.! Bevir! (2011)! argues! that!
governance!theorists!should!pay!attention!to!governmentality!theorists!(and!vice!versa)!in!order!to!
study! the! particularities! of! the! operation! of,! and! resistance! to,! governmental! policies! and!
governmentality!technologies!in!diverse!contexts.!,
2.5.1!Governmentality!and!citizenship!
Governmentality! theorists! such! as! Cotoi! (2011,! p.114)! identify! governmentality! as! the! key! to!
neoliberalism’s!success!and!resilience,!in!part!because!‘as!governmentality,!neoliberalism!governs!by!
giving! the! impression! that! it! is! not! governing’.! This! section! explores! literature! that! discusses!










framework!within!which! the! government! or! the! individual! is! operating.!Hence,! neoliberalism!will!











selfVregulation,! where! discipline! 'is! structure! and! power! that! have! been! impressed! on! the! body!
forming!permanent!dispositions'!(Eriksen!and!Nielsen,!2001,!p.130).!This!means!that!the!power!that!




citizen.! This! selfVregulation! is! experienced! as! one’s! own! choices! and! behaviour! but! is! actually! an!





boundaries! of! acceptable! conduct,! governmentality! is! shaping! our! subjectivities,! that! is,! how!we!
understand!ourselves!in!relation!to!the!world.!,




any! identifiable,! tangible! governmental! actors.! Because! it! is! impossible! to! identify! the! actor!who!
wields! the!power,!we!become! less!able! to! identify! the!source!of!power!and!so!we!respond!to! its!
technologies!with!less!resistance.!We!may!see!the!practical!benefits!of!conforming!to!the!pressures!
of!these!technologies!–!and!there!may!be!rewards!when!we!do.!Over!time,!we!come!to!accept!the!
boundaries! that! are! established! through! these! technologies! and!may! even! begin! to! police! them!









ideas! and! subjectivities.! Two! technologies! that! feature! in! the! governmentality! literature! that! are!
particularly! relevant! for! this! analysis! of! citizenship,! are! discourse, and, space,! through! which! it! is!
possible!to!explore!the!policy!language!used!to!construct!ideas!about!citizenship,!and!also!how!these!
ideas! shape! and! inform! citizen’s! experiences! in! the! formal! and! informal! spaces! in! which! they!
participate.!
2.5.2!Discourse!and!citizenship!!
For! Foucauldian! governmentality! theorists,! discourse! is! an! important! technology! through! which!






citizenship! and! welfare,! i.e.! discourse! constructs! the! kind! of! citizen! who! is! deserving! of! these!
entitlements.! Gregorio! and!Merolli! (2016)! observe! how! neoliberal! governmentality! summons! the!
‘affective’!citizen!to!contribute!to!community!projects.!In!this!shift!to!‘affective!citizenship’!(Furnier,!



















forms! of! agency! –! not! as! forms! of! resistance,! but! of! taking! neoliberalism! into! one’s! own! selfV
perception,!whereby!the!responsibility!for!wellbeing!is!one’s!own.!This!idea!is!further!developed!by!































growth,! fairness,! rationality! and! the! like’.! Fournier! (2014)! goes! further,! to! argue! that! those!who!
deviate!from!the!right!kind!of!citizen!behaviour!(e.g.!‘active!citizenship’),!or!fail!to!act!‘rationally’,!may!














about! communityVlevel! services! such! as! refuse! collection,! street! cleansing.! Political! agency! is! not!
recognised!in!this!conceptualisation,!and!questions!of!rights,!inequalities!or!justice!are!kept!off!the!











of! truth! above! ideology,! so! that! it! is! perceived! as! nonVpolitical! in! its! application! even! in! the!
decentralisation!of!service!provision,!and!promotion!of!civic!participation!(Ferguson,!2006;!2010).!Hay!
(2007)! describes! such! technologies! as! deliberately! depoliticising! issues! around! which! citizenship!
claims!were!previously!mobilised,!by!shifting!them!out!of!the!political!sphere,!and!into!the!public,!





prioritises! corporate! interests! over! democratic! citizenship! (see! Chapter! Four,! section! 4.4).! These!
conflicting!rationalities!are!likely!to!have!significance!for!experiences!of!citizenship.!Gaventa!(2010,!
pp.60V64)! theorises! how! different! neoliberal! approaches! disconnect! citizenship! from! democratic!
processes.! He! argues! that! while! the! types! differ! in! some! ways,! they! all! construct! a! politically!
‘residualised’! form!of!citizenship,! in! the!margins!of! the!state!or! the!market.!This! residualisation!of!
citizenship!is!seen!as!a!critical!issue!for!democracy!in!diverse!national!settings!(Gaventa,!2010;!Crouch!
2011,! 2017).! Kennett! and!Dukelow! (2018,!p.4)! similarly! critique! the!neoliberal! state’s! increasingly!
‘coercive!commodification!of!social!policy’!in!Europe,!and!describe!‘neoliberalism’s!tense!relationship!
with!democracy’.!Dumenil!and!Levy!(2011)!suggest!that!the!state!deploys!discourses!which!appeal!to!





how! ideas,! practices! and! behaviours! of! citizenship! are! shaped,! in! the! two! national! contexts.! In!










for! thinking! about! governmentality! in! relation! to! the! spatial! dimensions! of! citizenship! and!
marginalisation,!which!are! important! in! this! study! (see!e.g.!Harvey,! 2005;!Huxley,! 2008).! Foucault!
(1967)!and!others!(Lefebvre,!1974;!Cornwall,!2002),!conceptualise!the!spatial!boundaries!that!govern!
people! as! both! physical! and! discursive:! ‘space’! is! both! a! physical! location! and! a! social! construct,!
denoting!the!site!in!which!social!relations!take!place,!hence!a!site!in!which!power!operates.!Much!
armsVlength! governance! operates! at! the! ‘frontVline’! or! in! the! community! (Taylor,! 2011),! yet! ‘the!
community’! itself! is! an! imagined! or! constructed! space! (Anderson,! 1983,! 2006).! The! community!
becomes!a!physical!and!discursive!space! in!which!governments!may!engineer! forms!of!citizenship!
through!mechanisms!of!citizen!participation!and!representation.!!
The!concept!of!space!therefore! facilitates!a! link!with!governance!theory!and!helps! to!ground!and!
contextualise!governmentality,!which!is!highly!pertinent!to!this!comparative!research.!In!Europe!and!
in! Latin! America,! decentralised! forms! of! democratic! governance! (e.g.! ward! and! neighbourhood!
councils!and!forums)!proliferated!during!the!1990s!and!2000s.!These!spatial!technologies!are!often!
promoted! to! facilitate! greater! accountability! between! the! state! and! citizens,! thus! deepening!
democracy!(Fung!and!Wright,!2003;!Heller,!2001;!Goetz!and!Gaventa,!2001).!Through!participation!in!
these!spaces,!citizens!are!expected!to!become!empowered!as!they!enter!into!dialogue!with!service!











rather! than! signifying! deeper! democracy,! reconfigures! the! relationship! between! government! and!
citizens!so!that!governmental!rationalities!are!internalised!by!people!as!they!participate!‘in!a!whole!
variety!of!locales!and!localities!–!enterprises,!associations,!neighbourhoods,!interest!groups!and,!of!
course,! communities’.! Increasingly,! spaces! of! citizen! participation! are! coVopted,! controlled! and!
orchestrated!by!the!state.!!
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De!Wilde!&!Duyvendak! (2016,!p.974)! analyse! the!discourse!of! regeneration!policies! targeting! the!
spaces!of!marginalised!neighbourhoods,!and! find! that!governments!have!turned!to! lecturing!their!
populations!on!citizenship!–!and!more!particularly!‘the!“communitarian!underpinnings”!of!citizenship!
–! where! citizenship! is! to! be! “earned”! by! embracing! the! spirit! of! community! responsibility! and!






localised! experiences! of! citizenship! in! the! diverse! contexts! of! England! and! Nicaragua,! through!
decentralised! forms!of!government!and! in!marginalised!neighbourhoods,!which!are!the!objects!of!
policy!measures.!This!study!considers!the!discourses!and!dynamics!which!shape!local!spaces!of!citizen!





is, operationalised, in, the, diverse, national, settings, of, England, and, Nicaragua.! This! approach! also!
generates! analysis! relevant! for! understanding, the, dynamics, shaping, subjectivities,, meanings, and,
practices, for,marginalised,citizens,and,groups, in! these!contexts.!Following!the! literature!reviewed!




the! discourses! and! spaces! it! promotes,! discussed! in! Chapter! Four.! The! approach!will! also! enable!




spaces! for! participatory! democracy,! in! the! context! of! global! pressures! to! conform! to! neoliberal!
governance,!and!the!nation’s!dependence!on!international!financing!and!investment.!Houtzager!and!
Acharya! (2011,! p.1)! –! in! a! similar! vein! to! Lister! on! the! UK! V! interpret! the! effects! of! neoliberal!
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contracting! of! public! services! to! private! sector! providers,! and! the! protection! of! multiVnational!
commercial!interests,!although!these!policies!are!likely!to!be!obscured!by!a!development!discourse!of!
poverty!reduction.!!




2010).!However,! critics!of! governmentality! theory! argue! for! a! greater! emphasis!on!agency! (Bevir,!
2011,!2018;!Caldwell,!2005;!Martin!and!Waring,!2018).!Bevir!(2018,!p.5)!challenges!what!he!perceives!














a! starting! point! for! an! opposing! strategy’! (ibid:100V1).! Featherstone!et, al.! (2015)! note! a! complex!
relationship!between!neoliberalism!and!resistance,!while!Kennett!and!Dukelow!(2018)!observe!the!
tendency! for! neoliberalism! to! ‘enfold’! and! coVopt! dissent.! This! would! suggest! that! neoliberal!
governmentality!suppresses!citizen!agency.!!


















encompassing! and! operating! through! technologies! of! governance! and! of! the! self,! and! hence!
internalised.! However,! he! also! saw! possibilities! for! resistance,! in! the!moments! in! which! we! can!
recognise! and! question! the! socialised! norms! and! boundaries! of! our! environment! or! habitus,! i.e.!
exercising! critical! capacity! (Foucault! 1980,! 1984,! 1991a).! For! Turner! (2016),! the! disruption! of!
‘normality’!(structured!and!internalised!through!neoliberal!governmentality)!comes!about!when!there!
is,‘recognition!of!an!injustice’,!which!is!generative!of!political!subjectivity!and!constitutes!the!basis!for!














demands! through! residentiallyVbased! organizations! that! confront! entrenched! national! regimes! of!
citizen! inequality’.!When! they! identify! and!mobilise!around! this! sense!of! rights,! insurgent! citizens!
begin!to!challenge!the!prevailing!governmental!discourses!and!spaces!of!citizenship.!!
Governance! approaches! may! overemphasise! the! territorial,! and! obscure! other! dimensions! of!
experience! and! marginalisation.! Kallio,! Häkli! and! Bäcklund! (2015)! identify! the! need! to! combine!
territorially!grounded!perceptions!with!understanding!of!relational!modes!of!practicing!agency.(Burns!
et,al.!(2013)!highlight!how!processes!of!marginalisation!operate!through!the!intersecting!axes!of!race,!
ethnicity,! gender,! class! sexuality,! age! and! disability.! Resistance! to! marginality! will! therefore! be!
differentiated! according! to! the! combination! of! multiple! subjectivities! which! provide! ‘different!



















path! beyond! capitalism’., Citizens! as! ‘everyday! makers’! seek! to! ‘accomplish! smallVscale,! gradual!







‘sites!of! struggles! around!and!about! citizenship’! and! these! sites! ‘wherever! they!are,! [are]! sites,of,
politics’!(see!also!Isin,!2012).!This!research!adopts!this!focus!on!‘ordinary’!citizens,!people!who!are!not!
highVprofile!community!leaders!or!‘the!usual!suspects’!who!readily!engage!with!government!policy!or!











Kennett! and!Dukelow! (2018)! on! the! other! hand,! argue! that! citizens!may! resist! such! exclusionary!













of!citizenship!enables!us! to!pay!attention!to! the!small!everyday!acts!of! resistance!and!solidarities,!
which! challenge! or! problematise! mainstream! concepts! of! citizenship! (Lazar,! 2012)! and! suggest!




and! citizen!agency!may!be!generated,! through! critical! engagement!with!marginality/marginalising!
discourses!(Turner,!2016;!Edmiston!and!Humpage,!2018),!through!critique!and!creativity!(Martin!and!
Waring,!2018),!and!in!everyday!citizen!acts!of!resistance!(Isin,!2008;!Davies,!2013).!With!an!emphasis!






which!construct! the! citizen!as!a! rightsVbearer;! citizenship! in! the!context!of!neoliberal!governance;!
citizenship!as!constructed!through!subjectivities;!through!to!the!construction!of!citizenship!through!







which! limit,! coVopt! or! neutralise! agency.! A! neoliberal! governmentality! approach! which! does! not!











citizenVcentred!and!grounded!dimension:! ‘seeing! like! a! citizen’! (Gaventa,! 2010)!helps! to! focus!on!
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people’s!agency,!and!also!draws!attention!to!the!subjectivities!and!conditions!that!limit!or!support!




governments! in! England,! and! the! radical! Leftist! discourse! and! positioning! of! the! Sandinista! Front!
government! in!Nicaragua;! and!how! these!discourses! and! their! implementation! impact!on! citizens!
(discussed! in! Chapter! Four).! Furthermore,! the! spatial! and! microVlevel! focus! at! the! heart! of! this!
research! helps! to! ground! the! abstract! concepts! and! discourses! of! citizenship! in! the! everyday!
experiences!and!contestation!of!people! living! in!marginalised!settings!(Chapters!Five!and!Six).!The!





be! enhanced! through! ‘governmentality! inspired’! ethnographic! case! studies,! which! can! highlight!















































Research! Question! 2.! Participants! in! the! interviews! are! referred! to! as! ‘research! participants’! or!





experiences! of! citizenship,! and! how! people! interpret! these! to! construct! meaning.! Interpretative!
research! draws! on! the! ontology! and! epistemology! of! phenomenology! and! hermeneutics! in! two!
significant!ways!that!are!important!for!this!research.!First,! it!finds!that!social!reality!is!experienced!
differently! according! to! context.! How! people! interpret! their! reality! and! adapt! their! behaviour! is!
influenced!by! the! symbolic! values!of! that! context! (Benton!and!Craib,! 2001).! Secondly,! knowledge!
involves! the! construction! of! meaning.! Interpretivists! hold! that! 'knowledge! consists! not! in! the!
experience!itself!but!in!grasping!the!sense!of!this!experience',(Fay,!1996,!p.27).!This!research!seeks!to!
understand!the!social!reality!of!citizenship!from!the!perspective!of!those!who!experience!it,!in!their!






research!methods!which! interpret! the! social!world!using!words! rather! than!quantification,! and! in!
terms!of!processes!and!relationships!(Bryman,!2012).!I!have!therefore!focused!on!qualitative!research!



















drawing!on!the!work!of! liberation! theorists!and!pedagogues!Paolo!Freire! (1970)!and!Orlando!Fals!
Borda! (2001),! development! practitioners! Rajesh! Tandon! (2008)! and! Robert! Chambers! (1997),!
philosophers! and! pragmatists! Habermas! (1987)! and! Dewey! (1927),! to! name! just! a! few.! PAR!
emphasises! collaboration! within! marginalized! communities! and! works! to! address! the! underlying!
causes!of!inequality!(Banks!et,al,!2013;!Williams!and!BrydonVMiller,!2004,!p.245).!The!researcher!is!
deeply! engaged!with! the! research! participants! as! coVresearchers!who! engage! in! all! stages! of! the!
research!process,!including!data!analysis.!Action!is!an!expected!outcome!of!the!process.!Participatory!
data! is! often! qualitative! and! visual/creative!methods! are! often! employed,! but! data!may! also! be!
quantitative!(Holland,!2013).!!








Research! that! is! concerned! with! experiences! of! citizenship! in! settings! where! people! may! feel!
disenfranchised!or!unserved!by!the!state!(Kabeer!and!Kabir,!2009;!Holston,!2009;!Ballard,!2014),!has!







the! dynamics! and! processes! that! shape! them;! and! on! the! other! hand! supports! the! research!
participants!to!use!the!coVresearch!process!to!achieve!their!own!personal!and!collective!goals.!!











and! Reason’s! (2008,! p.367)! ‘extended! epistemology’! identifies! four! ways! of! knowing! in! PAR:!






the! principles! of! PAR.! I! have! tried! to! navigate! a! path! between,! and! in! the! process! I! have!had! to!
compromise!on!some!aspects!of!PAR.!I!am!however!mindful!that!there!is!no!such!thing!as!a!perfect!
PAR!process,!and!I!will!attempt!to!explain!in!this!chapter!how!and!why!I!adapted!a!PAR!approach!to!













and!South! country! settings!with! different! experiences!of! colonialism,!nationVbuilding!and!poverty!
(Kennett!2008).!!
People’s!expressions!of!themselves!as!citizens!are!communicated!in!their!own!language,!and!have!to!
be! interpreted,!which! requires! translating! concepts! and! navigating! linguistic! and! cultural! divides.!
Translation! is! therefore! a! core! concept! for! postVcolonial! scholars,! as! it! contains! both! the! risk! of!
defining!(colonial)!subjects!from!the!perspective!of!the!‘Western’!researcher,!but!also!‘the!possibility!
of! redefining! and! resisting;! ‘of! “talking! back”! to! dominant! understandings! V! of! taking! back! the!
possibility!of! selfVnaming’! (Lendvai! and!Bainton,! 2013,!p.119).!A!degree!of! translation! takes!place!
within! each! research! site,! as! people! try! to! understand! and! interpret! their! own! and! each! other’s!
realities.! In! the! Bristol! case! there! are! cultural! and! linguistic! differences! to! navigate! between! the!
SomaliVborn!participants;!white!British!and!black!British!participants.!The!meaning!of!‘citizen’!to!each!
of!them!may!be!significantly!different.!!
CrossVnational! interpretation! is! even!more! challenging.!Venn! (2006,! cited! in! Lendvai! and!Bainton,!
2013,! p.120)! cautions! that! translation! can! be! a! colonization! practice! which! embeds! a! neoliberal!
discourse.!To!avoid!imposing!the!framing!of!a!dominant!culture,!the!conceptual!comparison!needs!to!
be!emergent!and!negotiated,!constructing!an!‘equivalence!of!meaning’!(ibid:!pp.121V122).!In!this!way,!
a! ‘mutual! intelligibility’! (Santos,! 2014,! p.58)! can! emerge! rather! than! striving! to! force! ideas! into!
preconceived! categories! which! limit! the! potential! for! new! knowledge! to! be! generated.! Where!









































RQ3:, What, are, the, dynamics,
shaping, subjectivities,, meanings,




















research! design.! A! challenge! in! researching! how! governmentality! and! agency! operate! is! to! find!
methodologies!that!bring!into!focus!the!invisible,!as!well!as!the!hidden!and!visible,!power!relationships!







that!we!exert!over!our!own!actions! through!our!bodies.! Foucault! (1991b)! suggests! that!our!own!
embodied!experience!is!a!form!of!knowledge!that!itself!creates!‘discursive!practices’!that!define!what!
is!normal!or!deviant.!!As!Pettit!(2016,!p.96)!observes:!‘The!body!is!thus!central!to!the!(re)production!
of!power.! This!poses!a! challenge!to!rational–objectivist!notions!of!cognition,!agency!and! choice!–!














(below)!shows!how!these!methods!are!nested!and!relate! to!different! foci!or! levels!of! inquiry.!The!
participatory!coVinquiry!process!is!at!the!heart!of!this!research.!It!includes!methods!such!as!drawing,!
mapping,!photography!and!digital!storytelling!as!both!investigative!and!analytical!tools,!to!explore!and!




























































































To! explore! how! the! state! understands! and! operationalises! citizenship! (i.e.! RQ1,! see! Table! 1),! I!




and! Strydom,! 2003),! which! analyses! policy! by! looking! for! particular! narratives! and! vocabularies!













information!on!particular! topics! in!a!systematic!way,!allowing! for!some!prompting!and!reordering!
during!the!interview,!to!ensure!the!flow!of!the!conversation!(Berg,!2007;!Bryman,!2012).!Interview!
schedules! with! question! prompts! for! the! semiVstructured! interviews! with! key! informants! were!







worked!sufficiently!well! in!this!first! interview,!to!include!it! in!the!research!data!(Ritchie!and!Lewis,!
2003).!!
At!national! level,! in!Nicaragua!there! is!a! relative! lack!of!policy! literature!or!published!government!
policies!relating!to!citizenship,!and!for!that!reason!I!supplemented!the!literature!in!this!context!with!










the! person’s! perspective! on! their! experiences,! and! their! narrative! about! themselves! in! terms! of!
agency,! strategies,! aspirations,! barriers! and! turning! points.! The! aim! of! these! lightly! prompted!
narrative!interviews!was!to!aid! the!participatory!storytelling!process!(see!next!section),!to!provide!
context!and!depth!to!the!digital!stories,!and!to!stimulate!more!reflection!on!the!personal,!social!and!
political! context!of! their! stories.! Life!history! interviews! contribute! to!building!a! ‘thick’! description!
which! enables! interpretation! of! context! (Geertz,! 1973).! They! also! support! the! participation! of!
marginalised!people!in!research!and!enable!reflection!on!the!drivers!of!inequalities!and!the!interaction!
of! these! in! the! interviewees’! lives! (Goodson! and! Sikes,! 2001).! The! openness! of! this! method! is!
important! as! the! research!was! not! based! on! a! tight! preVdetermined! hypothesis! of! citizenship,! to!
provide! space! for! participants! to! articulate! their! own! ideas! about! their! citizenship! during! the!









tradition! and! conceptualises! the! inquiry! process! as! a! process! of! knowledge! production! that! is!
grounded! in! real! life! experience,! articulated! through! stories,! understood! through! theories,! and!






collective! reflection! (Eyben,! 2009).! Thus,! it! has! a! good! fit! with! the! governmentality! and! agency!
analytical!framework!I!have!adopted!for!this!research.!
There!are!four!important!features!of!coVinquiry!which!are!relevant!to!my!research,!and!which!I!will!














group! process! of! dialogue! and! collective! analysis,! in!which! peers! listen! to! each! other,! offer! their!







CoVinquiry! requires! a! cycle! of! activities! that! enable! reflexivity.! Through! a! supported! process! the!

















coVresearchers! (Heron,!1996).!Since! I!was!required!to! identify!my!research!question! in!advance!of!
fieldwork,!there!are!limitations!to!facilitating!such!a!selfVdirecting!inquiry!within!the!framework!of!a!










I!designed!the!coVinquiry!process! to!enable! the! four! aspects!outlined!above,!and!also!drawing!on!
Ledwith!and!Springett’s!(2010)!threeVstep!approach!to!participatory!action!research.!These!steps!are!
storyMtelling,,dialogue,and,critical,reflection.!The!extended!digital!storytelling!process!applied!in!this!











of! citizen! participation! and! governance! as! a!means! of! inductive! research,! which! can! enable! the!
researcher!to!build!a!picture!of!what!people!are!actually!doing!and!how!they!make!sense!of!their!own!










have! been! marginalized,! excluded,! or! forgotten! in! the! telling! of! official! narratives! (Peters! and!
Lankshear,! 2013).! The!methods! need! to! draw! on! experiences! that! have! physical,! emotional! and!
spiritual!dimensions,!and!enable!participants!to!present!and!analyse!their!experience!through!a!range!
of!media,! from! oral! through! to! dance,! drama! or! drawing! (see! Liamputtong! and! Rumbold,! 2008).!
According!to!Pettit!(2016),!methods!which!draw!on!the!knowledge!we!hold!in!our!bodies!can!help!to!
build!citizenship,!since!power!and!inequality!are!understood!and!enacted!through!our!bodies.!Further,!















describe! their! personal! journey! and! draws! these! images! along! the! flow! of! the! river.! The! process!
enables! the! storyteller! to!begin! to! craft! their! narrative,! and! to!use! images! to! represent! issues!or!
moments!that!can!be!difficult!to!articulate!in!words.!Rocks,!trees,!tributaries!and!other!images!can!
represent!challenges,!positive!moments!and!critical!junctures.!The!inquirer!produces!a!poster,!which!



























para!4).! It! thus!suited!an! inquiry! into!the!experiences!of! citizenship!of! ‘everyday’!citizens! living! in!
marginalised!settings.!!
DST!has!been!critiqued!for!its!emphasis!on!the!individual!and!introspective,!and!lack!of!engagement!







46)! argument! that! the! process! of! developing! the! DST! narrative,! together! with! selected! images,!
becomes! a!medium! for! ‘crafting! the! agentive! self’:! that! is,!when! people! adopt! ‘agentive! stances!



















deepening! dialogue,! identifying! resonances! and! dissonances! in! the! stories,! and! actively! engaging!
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participants! in! senseVmaking!and! interpretation!of! the!data! (Burns,! 2014),! reflecting! the!ethics!of!
participatory!research!(see!3.6).!To!facilitate!critical!reflection,!I!chose!to!conduct!a!power!analysis!in!
the!final!workshop,!using!Veneklasen!and!Miller’s!(2002,!2007)!framework!of!‘expressions!of!power’:!
power! over,! power!within,! power!with,! and! power! to.! This! framework! helps! to! identify! forms! of!









the! research! questions! (Bryman,! 2012).! This! is! different! from! ‘convenience’! sampling,! as! the!





address! this! gap.!While! access! to! civil! society! respondents!was! relatively! easy!due! to!my!existing!
contacts,!access!to!state!officials!was!extremely!difficult!–!even!those!who!I!knew!personally!V!due!to!







unintended! ‘convenience!sampling’.! In! total,! I!was!able! to!get! informal! interviews!with!3!national!
government!informants,!and!semiVstructured!interviews!with!7!civil!society!informants.!In!England!I!
drew!on!published!literature!and!did!not!conduct!national!interviews.!
At! the! local! level,! in! both! sites! I! conducted! semiVstructured! interviews! with! staff! of! 3! local!
organisations!active!in!the!neighbourhoods!where!I!was!conducting!the!fieldwork,!and!with!2!key!staff!
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concerned! with! citizen! participation! in! each! of! the! respective! local! authorities.! In! Matagalpa,! I!
approached!the!local!authority!a!number!of!times!with!requests!for!interview,!with!no!success.!I!tried!
to!access!the!leadership!through!personal!contacts,!and!finally!was!able!interview!two!members!of!


















































































The! focus! of! this! research! is! the! experiences! of! citizenship! of! people! living! in! marginalised!
neighbourhoods!of!an!English!and!a!Nicaraguan!city.!The!selection!of!sites!sought!some!equivalence!
in! terms!of! their!size!and!socioVeconomic!relevance! in! their! respective!countries.!Both!Bristol!and!
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around! 23%! each! decade! (ibid.).! Almost! all!Matagalpinos! are!mestizo! (mix! of! indigenous/native!
Central!American!and!white),!with! a! small! population!of! indigenous! groups! (ibid.).! The! significant!
population!growth!is!primarily!ruralVurban!migration,!and!the!municipality!is!now!approximately!twoV
thirds!urban,!in!a!predominantly!rural!and!mountainous!region.!It! is!the!capital!of!the!department!
(region)! of!Matagalpa,! in! the! north! of! the! country.! It! is! the! fourth! largest! city! in! Nicaragua! but!
considered!to!be!the!most!commercially!important!after!Managua,!the!capital.!The!local!industries!













































engagement.! I! aimed! to! work! with! a! mixed! cohort! but! did! not! try! to! create! a! group! that! was!
representative!of!the!general!population.!It!was!important!to!be!clear!at!the!invitation!stage!that!they!
could!choose!to!be!identified!and!fully!credited!as!coVresearchers,!or!could!remain!anonymous!in!all!
project! outputs,! should! they! wish! to! do! so.! We! revisited! this! periodically,! which! was! important!
because!of!the!kind!of!data!we!were!producing!(i.e.!audioVvisual!that!could!not!easily!be!anonymised),!
and!people!needed!to!be!able!to!reassess!if!they!wanted!to!share!their!stories,!and!in!which!spaces!







































less! confident.! Also,! although! the! local! organisation! provided! a! free! crèche! during! our! research!
meetings!which!was!used!by!both!women!who!stayed!in!the!group,!these!mothers!may!have!been!
less!comfortable!leaving!their!young!children!at!the!crèche.!!
This! experience! reflects! a! common!difficulty! in! recruiting!working!age!men! to! communityVrelated!




































sampling! and! access! were! reported! in! Section! 3.3.! I! conducted! five! interviews! with! local! key!
informants!in!Bristol!and!two!additional!local!interviews!in!Matagalpa!between!July!2015!and!April!
2016.! The! interviews!broadly! followed! the! key! informant! interview! schedule! (Appendix!A1),! but! I!
allowed! flexibility! for! the! interviewees! to! elaborate! more,! according! to! their! motivations! and!
experiences.! These! interviews!were! selective,! according! to!where! I! became! aware! of! gaps! in! the!
secondary!data!available!as!the!research!unfolded.!For!example,!in!Matagalpa!I!sought!an!interview!
with!a!young!person!who!had!been!in!the!role!of!Sandinista!Youth!representative!in!the!municipal!










my! own! experience! of! facilitation! and! of! convening! ‘safe! spaces’! for! coVproducing! knowledge!
(Howard,!Flores!and!Hambleton,!2015).!I!tried!to!make!the!space!comfortable,!and!provided!drinks!
and!snacks,!and!time!for!informal!interaction.!At!the!first!meeting,!I!explained!the!process!and!the!
proposed! methods,! and! we! brainstormed! the! broad! topic! of! citizenship! to! elicit! interest! and!
expectations,!and!to!surface!ideas!about!citizenship!and!to!establish!some!boundaries!of!what!would!
be!possible!to!explore!within!this!process.!In!Matagalpa,!I!clarified!that!I!was!not!going!to!teach!the!
legal! rights! and! responsibilities! of! citizens! under!Nicaraguan! law,! since! some! had! come!with! this!
expectation,! because! of! such! workshops! they! had! heard! about! delivered! by!NGOs.! In! this! initial!































domestic! violence! in! her! childhood,! and! her!
openness!set! the!tone! for!others! to! talk!openly.!












Life’! story! about! her! escape! from! the! war! in!
Somalia,! she! then! told! her! story! to! her!
daughter,! for, the, first, time.!Her!daughter!was!
studying! the! Second! World! War! and! the!
evacuation! of! children! in! Britain.! After! having!






























turning! points! were! useful! for! identifying! material! for! the! digital! stories.! The! interview! also!
encouraged!reflection!on!aspects!of!placeVbased!and!relationshipVbased!belonging!and!touched!on!









































































































































digital! storytelling! processes! conducted! in! Spanish! from! Latin! America!
(https://gojoven.org/espanol/media/historiasVdigitales/).! Like! Lewin! (2011),! I! was! apprehensive!

































storyboarding! matrix! (Appendix! A11),! which! helped! them! to!
organise!their!stories!into!short!sentences!and!select!an!image!
to!accompany!each!sentence.!In!one!column,!participants!wrote!
each! sentence! of! their! narrative.! In! the! second! column,! they!

















Capps,!1996;!Hull!and!Katz,!2006).! I!had!borrowed!three! iPads!so!that! the!digital! stories!could!be!









through! existing! photos.! Some! were! creative,! and! though! about! how! to! communicate! critical!
moments!through!images!(see!especially!Samira,!Colin,!Alfie!and!Bartolo’s!stories);!or!through!striking!
a!particular!pose!(see!especially!Emilia!and!Maria’s!stories).!The!most!technically!challenging!step!for!
me,! was! assembling! the! photos,! images! and! voice! on! the! iPads.! ! New! to! this! technology,! I! had!
underestimated!how!tricky!it!would!be!to!move!visual!data!between!devices.!None!of!my!participants!
owned!laptops,!only!one!participant!in!Bristol!owned!an!iPad,!and!most!photos!were!taken!on!phones!
or!on!the!digital!cameras! that! I!provided.!The!most!significant!challenge!was!moving!photos! from!
mobile!phones!onto!the!iPad,!which!I!had!not!predicted!as!I!had!expected!everyone!to!use!digital!
cameras!from!which!I!could!easily!upload.!Once!the!photos!and!voiceover!were!on!the!iPad,!I!sat!with!





















the! stories,! the! finding! of! meaning! and! the! extrapolation! of! meaning! across! stories! within! and!
between!sites,!became!a!collective!process,!which!minimised!the!risk!of!my!misinterpretation.!In!these!













































transcriptions.! The! transcriber!was! required! to! sign! a! confidentiality! form! (Appendix!A5).! The! coV
researchers!were!allocated!pseudonyms,!and!I!transcribed!their!story!narratives!and!stored!the!text!











or! categories! (Bryman,! 2012;! Ritchie! and! Lewis,! 2003).! This! research! has! involved! identifying!


















for! the! material! from! each! site,! although! the! distribution! across! the! nodes! was! different.! This!
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highlighted! contextual! differences:! for! example! in! governance! systems! (see! 4.3.1! ‘governance!
dynamics’!and!4.3.2!‘governance!spaces!of!citizen!participation’),!and!government!welfare!provision!
(see!4.2.2!‘social!rights!and!welfare!discourses’);!and!perception!differences,!for!example!of!corruption!
and!patronage! in!Matagalpa! (see!5.1.2! ‘experiences!of!social! rights’,!and!5.2.1! ‘formal!spaces!and!
informal!dynamics’).!Some!subVnodes!were!specific!to!each!site.!For!instance,!violence!emerged!as!a!
significant! theme! in! the! Matagalpa! setting! (see! 5.2.2! ‘citizenship! and! the! informal! space! of!


















, !! stateVcitizen!relationship! A!priori!
, ! boundaries!and!levels! Emergent!
1,,6, Neoliberalism! Neoliberalism!! A!priori!


















, !! positive,!power!within! A!priori!











































4,,5,,8, Recognition! Respect! Emergent!
, ! NonVcitizenship,!exclusion! Emergent!
8, Citizenship!practices! Agency! A!priori!
, ! Autonomy! Emergent!!




through! transcribing! and! thinking! about! the! workshop! recordings,! and! then! explicitly! during! the!
coding.!After!coding,!the!multiple!themes!and!codes!had!to!be!reviewed!to!sharpen!the!focus!and!to!
assess! the! extent! to! which! they! were! answering! the! research! questions! (ibid).! I! returned! to! the!
theoretical! framework!which! I! refined! and! the! emphasis! on! governmentality! and! agency! became!
stronger,!in!the!light!of!my!reflections!on!the!findings.!!
The!biggest!challenge!was!to!arrive!at!an!analysis!that!is!clear,!meaningful!and!illuminating!(Ritchie!
and!Lewis,!2003),!while!at! the!same! time!doing! justice! to! the!complexity!of! the!research!and!the!































with! the! critical! paradigm!and!participatory! action! research!approach! that!underpin! this! research!
(Tracy!2010).!








inform! a! processVoriented! ethical! framework.! Complementing! and! extending! the! ethical! review!
required!at! the!start!of! the!research,! these!criteria! relate! to!process!and!outcomes.!They!are:! the!
quality!of!the!researcher’s!relationship!with!the!group;!the!usefulness!of! the!research!process!and!
outcomes! to! the! coVresearchers;! how!different!ways!of! knowing!are! influencing! the! research;! the!





inequality,! potentially! increased! by! perceptions! of! academic! knowledge! as! superior! to! lived!







there! to! follow! up! with! the! police! but! lacked! resources! to! get! there.! In! Bristol,! one! of! the! coV
researchers!had!her!benefits!suspended!and!was!struggling!to!manage!and!to!feed!her!baby!son.!The!
process!of!digital!storyVtelling!had!brought!us!all!close!together,!and!it!was!difficult!to!navigate!how!
to! respond.! In!both! instances,! I! discussed! the! situation!with!my! coVfacilitator! and!we!worked!out!
together! what! would! be! an! appropriate! response.! In! these!moments,! I! experienced! the! tension!
between!my!accountability!as!a!researcher,!my!personal!desire!to!respond!to!someone’s!need,!and!
the!difficulty!of!drawing!an!ethical!line!in!the!sand.!!



















































































In! carrying! out! this! study! in! England! and! a! ‘developing’! country,! I! reflected! a! good! deal! on! the!





































not! only! through! legislation,! but! also! through! mechanisms! which! establish! its! legitimacy! and!
acceptance.!At!the!heart!of!these!technologies!is!the!power!of!government!discourse,!the!narrative!
through!which!the!state!constructs!‘subjects’!or!‘publics’!or!‘summons!active!citizens’!(Newman!and!
Clarke,! 2009;! Newman,! 2010,! 2011).! It! was! argued! that! neoliberal! governmentality! theory! is! an!
appropriate!analytical!tool!for!studying!the!ways!in!which!governments!produce!governable!citizens,!
and!that!the!technologies!particularly!relevant!to!this!research!are!discourse'and'space.!This!chapter!








































context! (Rawls,!1971;!Habermas,!1994;!Fraser!and!Gordon,!1994).!Rights! interpreted!as! individual!










Government!believes! that! the!British! state!has!become! too!authoritarian,! and! that! over! the!past!
decade!it!has!abused!and!eroded!fundamental!human!freedoms!and!historic!civil!liberties.!We!need!
to!restore!the!rights!of!individuals!in!the!face!of!encroaching!state!power,!in!keeping!with!Britain’s!
tradition!of! freedom! and! fairness’! (Cabinet!Office,! 2010,!p.11,!my!emphasis).! This! framing! relates!
rights!to!citizenship!in!terms!of!freedoms,!which!is!a!libertarian!interpretation!that!is! linked!to!the!
logic!of!the!(neoliberal)!small!state!versus!the!large!‘encroaching’!state.!Rights!in!this!document!are!
equated! with! individual! ‘freedoms’,! British! ‘liberties’! and! the! valueVbased! notion! of! government!


















the! state! as! guarantor! of! equality! and! citizens! as! coVgoverning! (see! 4.3! below),! while! the! rights!
discourse!in!England!emphasises!freedoms!and!fairness.!The!Nicaraguan!discourse!thus!uses!more!
collective!and!active!terminology!with!relation!to!rights,!whereas! the!English!discourse! focuses!on!






















and! separates! the! individual! citizen! from! the! social! as! the! object! of! policy.! Alongside! this!







is!much! repeated! in!Coalition! government! discourse,! but!which! remains! vague! and!generally! not!
connected!to!social!policies!which!could!operationalise!this!‘fairness’,!nor!to!the!structural!drivers!of!
socioVeconomic!inequalities!(perhaps!with!the!exception!of!the!‘Fairness!Premium’!launched!by!the!
Deputy! Prime!Minister! in! 2010! to! improve! equality! in! education! opportunities! (UK! Government,!
2010a).! The! Coalition! government’s! discourse! around! equality! and! citizenship! tends! to! focus! on!














took' up' the' historic' project' of' the' revolution,' to' a' political' process' in'which'we' learnt' to'
exercise'our'citizens' rights,'human'rights' to'defend'the'achievements'of' the'revolution,'as'
individuals' and' as' a' collective,' from' different' sectors' of' society’' (Ex=coordinator' of' social'
movement,'NCS6).'






















and! fairness’! (Cabinet! Office,! 2010:! 11,! my! emphasis).! This! discourse! strongly! suggests! that! the!
outgoing!government’s!policies!towards!citizens!had!infringed!on!their!liberties!and!citizens’!rights.!
The!Coalition!Government!refers!to!New!Labour!policies!as!‘encroaching’!on!individual!citizens’!civil!














‘the!New! Radio! Ya’!which! broadcast! that! ‘the! government! has! restored' the' rights! of! Nicaraguan!













ideological!positions,!both!discourses! link! the! idea!and!practice!of!citizenship!to! the!government’s!
project.!How!these!discourses!are!shaping!social!citizenship,!is!considered!in!the!next!section.!!
4.2.2!Social!rights!and!welfare!discourses!












global! financial! crisis,! which! they! approached! with! strong! ideological! positions! with! relation! to!
economy! and! society.! The! Coalition!Government! embraced! a! neoliberal! approach! to! tackling! the!
financial!crisis!widely!described!as!‘austerity’,!which!involved!the!introduction!of!fast!and!deep!cuts!
to!public!spending,!followed!by!a!freeze!on!benefits!and!tax!credits!in!2015.!This!has!impacted!on!























This!can!be!explained!because!Nicaragua’s!economy!is!still! reliant!on! loans! from!the! international!
financial!institutions,!and!must!therefore!meet!the!requirements!of!the!IMF.!However,!joining!ALBA!
gave! the! Sandinista! Front! access! to! an! alternative! source! of! financing,! in! particular! through! an!
arrangement!with!the!Government!of!Venezuela!to!import!oil.!ALBA!operates!in!Nicaragua!through!a!
private!corporation!called!ALBA!de!Nicaragua!S.A.! (ALBANISA),!which! is!coVowned!by!Petróleos!de!









and! that! failure! is! punishable.! In! Nicaragua,! investment! in! social! programmes! has! enabled! some!
programmes!to!be!extended!to!reach!citizens!in!marginalised!communities.!However,!the!Nicaraguan!
discourse!of!welfare!inclusion!is!also!paternalist,!and!programmes!are!delivered!through!mechanisms!
that! are! engendering! or! further! entrenching! clientelism.! The! differentiated! impacts! of! these!
discourses!on!social!rights!are!discussed!in!the!next!section.!
England:!constructing!social!citizenship!as!conditional!
Chapter! Two! (Section! 2.2)! noted! Shutes! and! Taylor’s! (2014)! view! that! austerity! in! Europe! has!
transformed! the! organising! principle! of! social! citizenship! from! rights! to! conditionality.! While!





has! impacted! on! social! and! economic! rights! is! the!Welfare! Reform!Act! (2012),!which! introduced!
measures! to! reduce! spending! on! welfare,! including! new! penalties! and! exclusions! for! benefits!
claimants.!This!Act!is!criticised!for!pushing!the!poorest!further!into!poverty,!for!example!through!a!cap!






The! Coalition! Government! also! introduced! the! controversial! Universal! Credit,! which! seeks! to!










discussed! above.! Increasingly,! the! receipt! of! benefits! is! conditional! on! progress! towards! work!







benefits!claimants,!with!a!significant! increase! in! the!percentage!who!thought! that! current!benefit!
payments! were! ‘too! high’.! The! change! in! eligibility! criteria! and! the! requirement! to! show! workV
readiness,! fuels!and!combines!with!increasing!negative!social!attitudes! towards!welfare!claimants,!
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‘they’re' just'so' fearful'about' losing'their' jobs'and'the'complications' that'causes,'and'then'
being' sanctioned' for' things' they' don’t' understand,' and' having' no' money’! (Director,!
communityVbased!organisation,!LCS2B).!!
Nicaragua:!constructing!social!citizenship!as!patronage!
The! centrepiece! of! the! Sandinista! Front! Government’s! poverty! reduction! strategy! is! its! Food!
Production!Programme!known!as! ‘Zero!Hunger’.! Introduced! in!2007,! it! aims! to!eradicate!hunger,!
chronic!malnutrition! and! extreme! poverty,! through! three! components:! capitalisation! through! the!














government! capacity! to! spend! on! social! programmes,! and! were! met! with! mass! strikes! and!
mobilisations!across!the!social!sectors.!Structural!adjustment!impacted!negatively!on!social!rights!and!











not! transparently! distributed.! This! view! is! supported! by! a! study! of! the! Zero! Hunger! Programme!
undertaken! in! the! rural! north! of! the! country,! which! found! that! the! programme! had! used! ‘party!
structures! at! municipal! and! community! levels! in! the! implementation! of! the! programme,! and!
particularly! in! the! selection! of! beneficiaries’! (Larracoechea! Bohigas,! 2014).! While! citizenship! is!
constructed! in! terms! of! rights,! the! welfare! programmes! are! implemented! through! patronage!















the!current!mix!of!antiVneoliberal,! socialist!and!Christian!discourse.!There! is!an!argument! that! the!

















This! combination! of! socialist,! rights! and! indigenous! discourses,! tailored! to! a! typically! informal!
Nicaraguan! expression! (‘vivir' bonito’)! is! inspirational! for! those!who! identify!with! the! language! of!
revolutionary! socialism,! and! at! the! same! time! tempers! it! and! makes! it! more! palatable! to! nonV
Sandinistas! nationally,! and! to! international! donors.! The! incorporation! of! buen' vivir! suggests! the!
government’s! commitment! to! listening! to! and! working! with! heretofore! marginalised! indigenous!






and! their! mode! of! implementation,! which! are! shaping! citizen! rights! in! differentiated! ways,! and!
resulting!in!increasingly!fragmented!citizenship,!as!signalled!by!Samov!and!Yishai!(2018)!and!Holston!
(2012)!(see!2.2).!In!England,!there!is!evidence!that!social!rights!are!becoming!conditional,!as!the!state!
increasingly! requires! claimants! to! demonstrate! they! are! trying! to! get! work.! In! addition,! these!






to! marginalised! communities,! suggesting! a! more! universalist! and! inclusive! approach! to! social!
citizenship.!The!Nicaraguan!approach!to!social!citizenship!has!a!stronger!commitment!to!social!and!





than! based! on! citizen! rights,! despite! the! vocabulary! of! rights! deployed! in! the! constitution.! This!
becomes!a!form!of!conditionality,!whereby!citizen!rights!and!benefits!can!only!be!accessed!by!Party!




This!conditionality!has! implications! for!accountability! in!both!contexts.!Much!of! the!accountability!
literature!argues!that!when!citizens!know!and!exercise!their!rights,!they!are!in!a!position!to!mobilise,!
to!contest!any!infringement!of!these!rights,!and!demand!accountability!with!respect!to!public!services!









citizen! voice! and!participation! is! restricted,! citizen!agency! is! curtailed.! Yet! an! important! aspect!of!
citizenship! highlighted! in! the! literature! is! the! role! that! citizens! play! in! strengthening! the!
responsiveness!and!accountability!of!the!state!(Goetz!and!Gaventa,!2001;!see!Chapter!2.5.3).!The!next!





This! section! considers! the! research! subVquestions:! What! are! the! institutional! spaces! for! citizen!























































suggested! that! this! alliance!has! acceptance!because! ‘the'people'have'been' sold' the' idea' that' this'
political=private'alliance,'private'sector'and'government,'will'bring'more'jobs’'(exVcoordinator,!social!















to! channel! all! citizens’! concerns! about! services! to! the! Presidency.! This! centralised! control! is!




moves,'participates' in'activities' that'are'generated'according'to' the'state’s' interests,'but' I'
would'say'according'to' the'Party’s' interests.' I' say' this,'because'I'know'that' in'many'cases'




In! England,! the!governance! logic! is! that! the! gap! created! through! the!withdrawal!of! state! funding!
should!be!filled!by!the!social'action'of'citizens,!with!policies!‘encouraging!social!action!by!making!it!

















This! section! has! explored! how! decentralisation! policies! are! shaping! the! spaces! and! discourses! of!
citizenship.! In! relation! to! the! research! questions! posed! at! the! beginning! of! this! chapter,!
decentralisation!discourses!shape! ideas!about!citizenship!because!they!promise!greater!powers! to!
citizens.! However,! in! both! contexts! this! is! accompanied! by! a!more! centralised! control! of! citizen!
participation,! with! an! invitation! for! active! citizens! to! work! alongside! government! according! to!
programmes!which!are!centrally,!not!locally!defined.!This!resonates!with!Carmel!and!Harlock’s!(2008)!
argument!that!local!governance!spaces!are!a!site!of!control,!rather! than!Fung!and!Wright’s!(2003)!
vision!of! empowered! citizens!engaging! in!deliberative!democracy! (see!2.5.3).!Another! factor! that!
emerges! through! this! comparison,! is! that! training! and! capacityVbuilding! for! citizen! participation!








reshaping! as! service! delivery! agents,! with! increasing! pressures! to! professionalise! through! the!
application! of! new! public!management! tools,!which!are! recognised! as! a! technology! of! neoliberal!
governmentality! in! the! literature! (Ferguson,! 2010;! Hay,! 2007).! A! CSO! respondent! described! this!
tendency!as:!!
!‘…'neoliberal'managerialism.'It'was'the'beginning'of'breaking'up'the'welfare'state,'it'was'













Coalition! government! did! not! encourage! this! role.! It! moved! against! civil! society! organisations!
perceived!to!be!using!government!funding!for!advocacy!and!lobbying!purposes:!
‘…'the'voluntary'and'community'sector'needed'to'have'a'voice;'that'was'understood'by'the'




stateVfunded!political! activism,!which! it! described!as! ‘sock!puppets’,! suggesting!duplicity! and! selfV
endorsement!(Snowden,!2012).!It!was!argued!that!such!organisations!divert!‘taxpayers’!money’!to!
‘fund!lobbying!rather!than!the!good!causes!or!public!services’!(UK!Government,!2016a).!The!result!




delivery.! Civil! society! organisations! were! active! in! training! and! supporting! processes! for! citizen!
participation!and!advocacy,! in!both! local!and!national!governance!spaces.!This! changed!when! the!
Sandinista!Front!entered!government,!and!formally!questioned!both!international!nonVgovernmental!
(INGO)!involvement!and!donor!cooperation,!particularly!targeting!projects!run!by!local!counterparts!
to! promote! democracy,! citizen! participation,! governance,! transparency! and! human! rights,! and!
accusing!such!projects!of!‘political!interference’!(Castan,!2011).!Communicating!through!the!official!
media! source! ‘El! 19! Digital’,! the! First! Lady! Rosario! Murillo! described! CSOs! as! ‘Trojan! horses! of!
imperialism’!which!were!trying!to!‘destabilise’!the!government!of!Daniel!Ortega!(El!19!Digital,!2008),!
a!discourse!that!was!revived!after!the!recent!antiVgovernment!protests!(El!19!Digital,!2018).!At!the!
same!time,! local!governance!mechanisms!were!restructured! into!Citizen!Power!Committees! (later!
restyled!as!Family!Cabinets).!These!are!discussed!in!more!detail!in!the!next!section.!!
To! sum! up,! governance! dynamics! in! Nicaragua! and! England! at! the! time! of! this! research! have!










Despite! their! different! political! ideologies,! governments! in! both! Nicaragua! and! England! have!
introduced! new! powers! for! citizens! to! participate! in! governance.! In! England,! the! Coalition!
Government!promised!to!‘promote!the!radical!devolution!of!power!and!greater!financial!autonomy!
to!local!government!and!community!groups’!(Cabinet!Office!2010,!p.11).!In!Nicaragua,!the!Sandinista!


























the!Neighbourhood!Partnerships!ever!more! thinly.!By!2013,! the! fourteen!partnership! areas! (each!
covering!2V3!electoral!wards)!were!supported!by!only!7!officers.!The!structures!were! in!place,!but!
there!was!little!capacity!to!work!with!the!communities.!As!one!local!government!officer!observed:!!











we! can’t! continue! with! the! same! level! of! support! we’ve! been! giving! to! the! Neighbourhood!
Partnerships!and!their!Neighbourhood!Forums.!We!need!to!reduce!the!Neighbourhood!Partnership!
budget!by!about!half!in!2017,!and!remove!it!altogether!by!31!March!2019’!(Bristol!City!Council,!2017).!!
National! volunteering! programmes! have! substituted! locally! defined!governance! spaces! for! citizen!
participation.! Two! key! programmes! are! the! Community! Organisers! Programme! with! a! focus! on!
‘deprived!neighbourhoods’,!and!the!National!Citizen!Service!which!is!nationwide,!and!aims!to!‘develop!
the! skills! that! employers! increasingly! value:! confidence,! leadership! and! independence’! (National!
Citizen!Service,!2018).!The!Community!Organisers!Programme!was!delivered!by!Locality,!a!national!
CSO!which!used!the!‘Root!Solution,!Listening!Matters’!approach!developed!by!Kearney!and!Olsen!for!
RE:generate (Shaw! and! Mayo,! 2016).! This! approach! combines! Saul! Alinsky’s! movement! building!
principles!(Chambers,!2003),!with!Paulo!Freire’s!critical!consciousnessVraising!pedagogy,!in!order!to!
listen!to,!engage!and!mobilise!people!in!marginalised!communities.!Between!2011V15,!the!Community!









different! backgrounds! (UK! Government! 2017,! 2016).! According! to! the! NCS! Audit! (National! Audit!
Office,!2016),!youth!volunteering!doubled!amongst!16V24Vyear!olds,!from!14!per!cent!in!2003!to!34!
per!cent!in!2014.!,







needed! in! marginalised! neighbourhoods,! while! the! NCS! is! universal.! The! ‘payment! by! results’!
requirement!of!NCS!also!means!that!it!is!likely!to!target!the!easier!to!reach!individuals!who!are!‘ready’!
or! easier! to! reach! for! this! social! action! programme.!Mills! and!Waite! (2017,! p.72)! find! that! NCS!
encourages!‘a!“type”!of!citizen!that!performs!“safe”!and!compliant!acts!of!(youth)!citizenship’.!This!
suggests!that!citizen!volunteering!through!this!programme!avoids!critical!engagement!with!complex!
issues!of! inequality!and!exclusion.!As!a! result,! it!promotes!a!depoliticised!type!of!citizenship.!This!




investments! in! youth! and! community! services! or! participatory! governance! institutions,! reflects!
government’s!preoccupation!with!promoting!a!particular!kind!of!‘active!citizenship’!with!its!focus!on!














to! establish! a! municipal! development! council,! with! the! participation! of! citizens! and! civil! society!
organisations!(Howard!and!Serra!Vasquez,!2011;!Serra!Vasquez,!2008;!Prado,!2008).!In!2007,!the!inV















direct! democracy! that! embody! the! notion! of! ‘a! people’s! presidency’! and! provide! a! vehicle! for! a!













can' come' to' a' meeting' and' say' what' problems' they’re' having,' and' the' Family' Cabinet'
committee'tells'the'council'what'the'problems'are'and'how'they'can'be'addressed’!(officer,!
local!government,!LGov1VM).!
But! over! time,! concerns! have! grown! about! how! Sandinista! ideals! have! translated! into! partisan!
functioning,! and! this! is! reflected! in! interviews! with! national! and! local! civil! society! respondents! V!







While! the! cabinets! were! designed! to! coordinate! local! voluntary! action! and! as! a! mechanism! for!
participatory! democracy,! in! practice! they! operate! largely! through! rulingVparty! mechanisms! to!
distribute! patronage! and! to! gather! information! in! communities.! Moreover,! the! ideological!
transformation!of!the!CPCs!in!2014!to!‘Cabinets!of!the!Family,!Community!and!Life’!(‘Family!Cabinets’)!
has!meant!that!the!rights!principle!of!the!‘citizen!power’!cabinets!is!replaced!by!an!odd!medley!of!













conservative!Christian!as!well!as!socialist!values,! there! is!a!confusion!of!concepts,!and! ‘conflicting!
rationalities’!such!as!Geddes!(2014)!observes!in!the!Venezuelan!community!participation!structures.!
Like!the!Venezuelan!model,!they!mix!topVdown!control!with!grassroots!mobilization,!but!in!Nicaragua!
add! into! this! mix! the! involvement! of! the! Catholic! Church! in! these! spaces.! Christian! discourse! is!
harnessed!to!work!together!with!the!State!in!these!spaces,!thereby!employing!governmentality!to!
shape!behaviours!and!attitudes!at!community!level.!What!emerges!is!not!the!progressive!discourse!of!




calls! for! citizens’! gratitude! and! obedience! rather! than! radical! democracy.! This! is! reflected! in! the!
observation! of! the! municipal! coordinator! of! a! Family! Cabinet,! for! whom! the! Cabinet! is! about!
‘collaborating' and' participating' in' development,' getting' involved' and' strengthening' faith' in' God’'
(coordinator,!family!cabinet,!LGov2VM).!!
There! is!also!a! risk! that!conservative!religious!doctrine!enacted!through!partisan!mechanisms!will!
further!entrench!discrimination!towards!some!groups,!particularly!women!and!sexual!minorities.!In!
Matagalpa,!an!interinstitutional!agreement!between!the!Supreme!Court!of!Justice!and!the!Diocese!of!
Matagalpa! has! established! ‘Judiciary! Diocesan! Facilitators’! as!mediators! in! family! and! community!


















Cabinets! to! operate! at! community! and!municipal! levels,! their! partisan! and! clientelist! functioning!









entrepreneurial! active! citizen! who! participates! in! the!market! and! is! engaged! in! social! action.! In!








According! to! Wacquant! (2012),! Farnsworth! and! Irving! (2018)! and! others! (see! Chapter! 2.3.2),!
neoliberal!governance!is!likely!to!take!hybrid!forms,!as!the!logic!of!governance!interacts!with!other!
forces! and! tendencies.! These! forms! of! neoliberal! governance! shape! citizenship! in! different! ways!
according!to!context,!as!illustrated!here,!as!the!English!market!approach,!and!the!Nicaraguan!‘thin!
democracy’! approach,! following! Gaventa’s! (2010)! typology.! These! approaches! fall! short! of! their!
promise!of!empowered!and!active!citizenship,!because!they!are!supported!by!policy!reforms!which!









Governance! scholars! have! observed! in! different! contexts! how! government! ‘invited’! spaces!



















by! the! viceVPresident,! can! be! a! powerful! technology! of! governmentality.! Through! controlling! the!
messaging! to! the!population,! and!when! challenged!on! rights,! keeping! silent,! the! Sandinista! Front!
Government!is!implementing!a!strategy!that!Cupples!and!Glynn!(2018)!argue!intentionally!produces!
‘public!ignorance’!in!order!to!evade!criticism!and!consolidate!power.!!
In! both! of! these! two! very! different! settings,! the! state! constructs! citizenship! through! policies,!


















Rose! (1996)!has!argued!that!neoliberal!governmentality!works! through!discourse!which! is!used!to!
promote!certain!values,!and!to!encourage!their!internalisation!and!the!emergence!of!a!certain!type!of!
selfVgoverning!subject.!In!England,!this!selfVgoverning!citizen!is!expected!to!behave!as!an!individual!
entrepreneur!who! is! in!work!or!preparing!to!be! ‘work!ready’!and!engaged! in!social!action! for! the!
benefit!of! the!neighbourhood,!in! the!context!of!austerity.!I! suggest! that! the!citizen!constructed! in!




In! Nicaragua,! the! heroic! citizen! is! also! summoned,! and! framed! as! a! socialist! and! collaborative!
‘protagonist’!ready!to!work!alongside!the!state!to!combat!poverty!and!unemployment.!In!this!context!
there!is!also!a!moral!dimension,!as!this!protagonist!must!be!‘Christian!and!solidary’,!and!show!loyalty!














change' is'possible'and' is'not' in' the'hands'of'destiny'or'divine'design’! (leader,!civil! society!
organisation,!LCS3M).!









energy,! time!and!assets! to! set!up!a! free! school!or! a! social! enterprise,! particularly! in!underserved!







in! work,! or! actively! seeking! work.! This! seems! challenging,! given! the! increase! in! inVwork! poverty!
(Institute!of!Fiscal!Studies,!2015),!and!the!emphasis!on!getting!into!employment!which!has!meant!that!
people! are! likely! to! be! pushed! into! lowVwage,! shortVterm! work! (National! Audit! Office,! 2016).!
Furthermore,!there!is!a!lack!of!acknowledgement!of!the!isolation!or!other!everyday!challenges!that!
many!experience,!and!hence!an!assumption!that,!given!the!opportunity,!people!will!be!able!to!take!
up! opportunities! to! be! active! citizens.! The! social! entrepreneur/volunteer! construct! relies! on! the!

















a!heroic!protagonist!of! the!ongoing!revolution.!Yet,!according!to! the! language!of!Decree!112,! this!
citizen! must! be! ready! to! ‘combat! the! poverty! and! unemployment! inherited! from! former!
administrations’.! This! economic! agenda! is! fused! with! their! democratic! mandate,! to! be! actively!
involved!in!‘effective!governing’!through!‘direct!democracy’!(See!Box!2,!p.101).!In!its!discourse,!the!
Nicaraguan!state!claims!a!new!social!contract!with!its!‘protagonist!citizens’,!and!in!practice!delivers!in!
some! respects;! however,! in! a! muddled! socialist! participatory! and! liberal! economic! agenda,! the!
Nicaraguan!state!has!accommodated!corporate!interests.!!Despite!adopting!the!indigenous!language!
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of! buen' vivir! to! exhort! citizens! to! ‘vivir' bien,! vivir' bonito’! (live! well,! live! nicely! –! see! 4.2.2),! the!





Such! contradictions!between!government!discourse! and!practice! relating! to!buen'vivir! have!been!




























educate! and! responsibilise! citizens! (Rose,! 1999;! Newman,! 2010).! This! is! evident! in! the! English!
discourse!where!it!is!the!individual’s!responsibility!to!get!on,!find!work,!and!solve!their!own!problems!
(selfVcare),!and!to!volunteer!in!order!to!improve!the!local!community.!The!discourse!is!also!punitive,!













‘to! apply! the! model! of! Christian,! socialist! and! solidary! values! that! dignify! and! procure!
protagonism,! capacities,! responsibilities,! duties! and! rights! and! more! arenas! of!






esteem;! responsibility;! rights! and! duties;! communication;! coexistence;! understanding! and!
community!spirit!so!as!to!achieve!consistency!between!what!is,!what!is!thought!and!what!is!
done’!(ibid.).!!
























discourses! which! articulate! certain! kinds! of! acceptable! citizen! behaviour.! In! both! England! and!
Nicaragua,! the! incoming! governments! (Coalition! in! 2010,! Sandinista! Front! in! 2007)! launched!
discourses!which!connected!ideas!of!citizenship!rights!and!practices!to!a!set!of!ideological!ideals!and!
projects.! Despite! the! different! contexts! and! discourses,! there! is! a! new! conditionality! attached! to!
citizen!rights!in!both!contexts:!in!England,!social!and!economic!benefits!are!available!to!citizens!upon!
certain!conditions,!which!construct!citizenship!in!terms!of!individual!responsibility!to!be!economically!
active.! In! Nicaragua,! while! the! construct! is! inclusive,! there! is! in! practice! the! condition! of! party!
membership!and!loyalty,!which!contribute!to!clientelism!and!not!empowered!citizenship,!because!of!
their!discretionary!selection!and!distribution!processes.!This!is!a!shift! in!the!organising!principle!of!
welfare! from! rights! to! conditionality! which! has! been! observed! as! a! feature! of! neoliberal!
governmentality!(Dwyer,!2004;!Shutes!and!Taylor,!2014).!
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Both! discourses! construct! an! ideal! citizen! to! be! protagonist! in! the! national! project,! and! both!




































This!chapter!considers!citizenship! from!the!perspective!of!citizens! themselves.!The!analysis!of! the!




experience! their! citizenship! in! terms! of! rights,! and! the! policies! and! discourses! which! shape!
experiences!of!political!and!social!citizenship.!Section!5.2!examines!how!citizenship!is!experienced!as!




















































































































































in! this! research! citizenship! as! political! rights! was! not! explicitly! referred! to! by! many! of! the! coV
researchers!in!the!two!settings.!However,!it!was!a!feature!in!the!stories!of!those!who!had!experienced!











Samira’s!story!of!coming!to! the!UK!as!an!asylum!seeker!highlights! the!ultimate! loss!of! citizenship!
experienced!through!civil!war,!and!the!need!to!acquire!status!within!a!new!nation!state:!!
‘I'had'a'key'worker'and'she'helped'me'understand'my'rights'and'how'to'get'access'to'social'
services.'After' this'I'got' indefinite' right' to'stay' in' the'UK.'Then' I'could'get'a'GP'and'other'
services’'(Samira,!digital!story,!Bristol).!
Their!accounts!suggest! that! the! importance!of! legal!status!and!political! rights! is!more! likely! to!be!
recognised!when!they!have!been!denied.!Lola!at!54!years!old!is!the!oldest!in!the!Nicaraguan!group.!
She!had!joined!the!resistance!to!the!dictatorship!as!a!teenager!in!the!1970s!and!celebrated!the!new!










































lived'through'a' longer'process'of' identity' formation'because'the'process'we' lived'through'
forced'us'to'lose'our'own'identities'in'order'to'form'a'collective'identity,'because'that'was'the'











that! speaking! out! about! rights!may! be! counterproductive,! as! it!may! jeopardise! opportunities! for!









































her! status! as! benefits! claimant! as! detrimental! to! her! capacity! to! be! a! good! mother.! This! is! an!
illustration! of! the! stigma! attached! to! receiving! ‘benefits’! in! the! English! context,! driven! by! the!
neoliberal!discourse!that!celebrates!active!(i.e.!not!dependent)!citizens,!and!the!absence!of!a!discourse!
which! frames!welfare! as! a! right! (see!Chapter!4.2.2).!This! resonates!with!Baumberg!et'al.’s! (2012)!
finding!that!in!England!the!dominant!discourse!casts!benefits!claimants!as!undeserving!(see!Chapter!
2.5.3).!!
This! internalisation! of! responsibility! is! an! important! characteristic! of! neoliberal! governmentality,!
which!operates!here!through!discourse!to!shape!ideas!about!welfare!rights.!It!is!a!particular!feature!
of! the!English! context,! in!which!participants! frequently! expressed!a! reluctance! to! ‘take’,! or! to!be!
‘dependent’,!which!suggests!the!internalisation!of!a!negative!welfare!narrative.!Emilia’s!experience!
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of! the! state! to! guarantee! them.!This! is! an! illustration!of!how! the! involvement!of! a!private! sector!
company!in!delivering!social!welfare!–!a!core!responsibility!of!the!state!–!depoliticises!the!citizen’s!
relationship! with! the! state.! Moreover,! it! pushes! this! relationship! into! an! area! in! which! the!
accountability!of!the!provider!is!unclear.!!



















sets'you'apart' to' re=victimise'you,' they'make'you' look'guilty,'you'were'the'guilty'one'you'
provoked'it'and'things'like'that’'(Bartolo,!interview,!Matagalpa).!!
This! contrasts!with! the! discourse! in! both! settings!which! claims! that! the! government!will! ‘restore!
rights’,! and! suggests! that! citizenship! as! rights! requires! agency! to! realise! these! rights.! ! As!Maria!
explains,!‘being'a'citizen'is'when'I'have'my'documents'and'citizenship'and'when'I'exercise'my'rights,'
my'values'and'my'culture’'(Maria,!interview,!Matagalpa).!Agency!that!challenges!power!however,!is!













citizenship,! state! coercion! or! violent! repression! has! been! experienced,! when! the! state! controls!
movements!(for!example,!Lola!is!not!allowed!to!leave!the!country),!or!violently!represses!(e.g.!Samira’s!














shape! these! feelings! of! marginalisation! are! discussed! here! with! reference! to! place! and! spatial!




























Chapter! Four! discussed! how,! in! both! settings,! government! creates! spaces! for! citizen! voice! and!





Nicaragua,! a! lack! of! trust! in! authority! to! wield! power! justly,! is! strongly! expressed! by! the! coV
researchers.!Their!views!are!particularly!strong,!perhaps!because!of!their!greater!expectations,!which!

















the!previous! government,! such!as! a!housing! committee!or! a! regeneration!partnership.!None!had!
attended!a!Neighbourhood!Partnership!or!Neighbourhood!Forum!meeting.!Three!of!the!Matagalpan!
coVresearchers! had! participated! in! Family! Cabinets,! and! one! (Carolina)! is! currently! active! as! the!
representative!of!young!people!in!her!neighbourhood!Cabinet.!!






‘Together' we' can' achieve' things' in' the' community' which' are' good' for' everyone:' drains,'
electricity'cables,'drinking'water,'paving'of'the'main'streets,'bridges'in'key'points'where'the'



















































who!to!put! forward! for! the!programmes!which! introduces!discretion!and! clientelism.!Another!coV
researcher!put!it!in!this!way:'‘so'if'the'kid'doesn’t'belong'to'the'Party,'he'can’t'study,'so'how'is'it'that'





partnerships! lacked! real! political! engagement! (Voscur,! 2012).! The! mechanism! is! currently! under!
review!again,!and!due!to!lose!all!funding!with!the!next!round!of!cuts!in!the!City!Council.!The!promise!
of! citizen! participation! is! undermined! when! there! is! no! funding! commitment! to! support! this!
participation.!It!is!consequently!not!surprising!that!none!of!the!Bristol!coVresearchers!had!participated!
in!a!neighbourhood!forum!or!partnership!meeting.!!
While! in! Bristol! the! structures! are! being! overstretched! and! hollowed! out,! losing! touch! with! the!
realities! of! everyday! citizens’! lives! in! marginalised! areas,! in! the! Nicaraguan! examples,! the!











community! was! discussed! as! a! site! of! governmentality,! and! Rose’s! (1996,! p.352)! argument! was!
advanced,!that!governmental!rationalities!extend!into!the!community!and!are!internalised!by!people!
as! they! participate! ‘in! a! whole! variety! of! locales! and! localities! –! enterprises,! associations,!
neighbourhoods,!interest!groups!and,!of!course,!communities’!(see!section!2.5).!This!section!considers!
whether! the! coVresearchers! experience! community! as! a! site! of! citizenship;! and! the! differences!








(Cabinet! Office! and! Her! Majesty’s! Treasury,! 2013).! In! both! constructs,! the! citizen! is! an! active!






































of' the' closet'…' I' had' to' have' invested' a' lot' of' time,' resources,' and' empathy' so' that'my'















negligence.! For! instance,! while! women! and! young! people! are! represented! in! the! Family! Cabinet!
committees! in! Matagalpa,! policy! discourses! and! programmes! fail! to! address! the! genderVbased!
violence!which!undermines!their!participation!in!these!structures.!The!findings!suggest!furthermore!
that!spatial!dynamics!interact!with!identityVbased!dynamics,!which!together!impact!differentially!on!
people’s! sense! of! themselves! as! citizens.! Government! discourses! of! community! tend! not! to!
acknowledge!these!differences.!This!research!finds!that!in!order!to!understand!how!experiences!of!
citizenship!are!differentiated!by! identities!such!as!gender,!ethnicity!and!sexuality,! spatial!analyses!
need! to! be! combined! with! a! deeper! understanding! of! subjective! and! relational! dynamics.! With!
relation!to!governance,!this!finding!resonates!with!Kallio,!Häkli!and!Bäcklund’s!(2015)!argument!for!






















Chapter! Two! highlighted! the! importance! of! belonging! for! a! sense! of! citizenship,! belonging! to! a!
democratic!polity!(Habermas,!1989);!or!belonging!to!a!group!or!collectivity!(Isin!and!Wood,!1999).!
Citizen! identity! may! be! generated! through! belonging! to! a! nation! state! and! participating! in! its!
democratic!processes.!Yet,! the! findings!discussed! in! this!chapter! reveal!how!the!coVresearchers!at!
times!have!felt!a!lack!of!belonging,!suggesting!a!mismatch!!between!these!citizenship!theories!and!the!















These!experiences!of! invisibility! and! lack!of!belonging,! are! frequently! accompanied!by!a! sense!of!
personal! responsibility,! that! the! isolation! has! been! produced! through! their! own! failings.! Emilia!




Emilia! and! others! describe! a! sense! of! powerlessness! that! results! from! the! normalisation! of! their!
situations,!through!a!combination!of!social!customs,!behaviours!and!institutional!practices.!Once!they!
accept!and!internalise!their!situation!as!‘normal’,!inevitable!or!deserved,!it!is!very!difficult!for!them!to!





















active! citizenship.! Rather,! they! suggest! that! the! spaces! and! discourses! which! operate! in! their!
environments,! undermine! people’s! sense! of! citizenship.! Bartolo’s! lack! of! belonging! is! driven! by!
dynamics!of!marginalisation!–!poverty,!spatial!disadvantage,!and!also!through!the!dynamics!which!
relate!to!social! identities.!How!he!identifies!himself!and!his!experience!of!how!others!identify!and!
treat! him,! together' generate! his! subjective! experience! of! ‘self’.! The! findings! suggest! that! this!
subjective!experience!also!shapes!how!citizenship!is!experienced.!!










The! stories! provide! insights! into! marginalised! citizenship! experienced! from! the! perspective! of!
different!identities.!Gender!and!age!are!identities!which!particularly!shape!experiences!in!both!the!
Bristol!and!the!Nicaraguan!group;!while!sexuality!emerges!as!a!marginalised!identity!for!two!people!














England;! institutional! practices! with! relation! to! women! and! sexuality! in! Nicaragua.! They! also!
communicate!how!the!informal!dynamics;!social!and!institutional!attitudes!and!discourses!towards!
them!as! immigrants,! single!parents,! or!women!experiencing!domestic! violence;! conspire!with! the!
formal!processes,! to! affect!how! they! feel! about! themselves,! and!undermine! their! capacity! to! act.!!










such! as! joining! neighbourhood! committees,! volunteering! to! run! local! services,! monitoring! local!
government!projects,!and!so!on!(see!for!example!Fox,!2014!on!‘strategic’!approaches!to!linking!citizen!
voice!with!governance!mechanisms!for!‘social!accountability’,!but!which!do!not!address!social!barriers!





























These!accounts!demonstrate!how! informal! and!hidden!processes!of!differentiation! towards! social!
identities!impact!in!concrete!ways!on!people’s!lives,!and!are!at!the!same!time!reinforced!in!the!public!
sphere.! This! happens! when! public! policy! fails! to! acknowledge! the! social! differentiation! that!
undermines!the!capacities!of!some!!groups!to!exercise!or!demand!their!rights.!Experiences!of!gender!

































It! is! important! to!highlight!sexuality!and/or!genderVbased!discrimination!and!violence!as!particular!
issues!in!Nicaragua,!since!their!impact!is!expressed!in!every!story!and!interview;!yet!homophobia!and!
genderVbased!violence!are!not!systematically!addressed!by!the!government,!which!has!eliminated!
funding! to! support! Women’s! Police! Stations,! and! has! effectively! decriminalised! violence! against!
women!by!requiring!GBV!complaints!to!be!addressed!through!mediation,!via!the!Family!Cabinet!and!
the! local! priest! (see!4.3.2).! These!policies! reinforce!discriminatory! attitudes! across! the!public! and!
private!spheres,!and!contribute!to!feelings!of!selfVblame!and!isolation!amongst!those!who!experience!
GBV.!
While! acute! and! endemic! domestic! violence! is! not! evident! in! the! English! stories,! the! English!
storytellers!express!feelings!of!fear,!shame!or!isolation!similar!to!those!expressed!by!the!Nicaraguan!
storytellers.!A!sense!of!isolation!is!expressed!in!the!stories!of!citizenship!in!both!sites,!suggesting!that!
















The!marginalisation!which! can!be! triggered!by!older! age,!depression!and!mental! health! issues,! is!
compounded!when! there! is! also! spatial! and!economic!marginalisation.! In! fact,! they! feed! into!and!
mutually!reinforce!each!other.!Emilia!talks!about!the!stress!and!anxiety!she!felt!when!her!benefits!are!
suddenly! suspended,! and!after!nine!weeks! of! trying! to! sort!out! the!problem,! she!became! ill! and!
distressed:!
I'don’t'know'how'I’ll'get'by.!The'emotional'and'mental'strain,'that’s'getting'on'my'nerves.'It’s'












citizenship.! However,! this! study! evidences! that! economic! and! spatial! marginalisation! reinforce!
identityVbased! forms!of!marginalisation,! and! inform! experiences!of! citizenship,! to! the!extent! that!
people!feel!their!agency!as!citizens!is!compromised.!


























media! of! the! digital! storytelling! process,! they! demonstrate! how! marginalisation! shapes! their!
citizenship!in!physical!and!emotional!ways,!as!well!as!their!cognitive!interpretations!of!citizenship!(see!
discussion!of!extended!epistemologies!in!3.1.1).!In!the!English!setting,!a!number!of!the!coVresearchers!

















powerfully! evoked! by! the! coVresearchers!
through!using! their! own!bodies! to! construct!


















































Isin! (2004)! relates! anxiety! to! citizenship,! and! how! ‘neuroliberalism’! is! a! form! of! neoliberal!
governmentality!that!shapes!our!citizenship!through!our!emotions!(see!section!2.5.2).!This!research!
suggests!that!the!discourses!and!spaces!of!governmentality!may!both!use!existing!fears!and!anxieties!
to! extend! control! and! shape! citizens,! and! at! the! same! time! create! new! anxieties! and! ways! of!
internalising! blame.! On! one! hand,! discursive! constructions! of! neoliberal! citizenship! promote! a!
particular! type!of! active,! entrepreneurial,! protagonist! citizen,!without! acknowledging! that! survival!
may!require!strategies,!as!Pettit!has!argued!(2016),!such!as!staying!below!the!radar,!or!coping!with!
emotional! exhaustion.! On! the! other,! discourses! and! discriminatory! practices! and! spaces! have!
emotional!impact,!and!drive!the!internalisation!of!discrimination!and!shame,!which!in!turn!impacts!on!
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technologies,! through! discourses! and! spaces.! The! findings! in! both! settings! evidence! how! these!









This!means! that! citizenship! rights! are!most! compromised!when! people! are! experiencing!multiple!
forms! of! marginalisation.! Technologies! of! governmentality! therefore! need! to! be! understood! to!






rights,! and! citizen! agency! can! be! eroded.! Citizen! agency! is! diminished! through! a! loss! of! trust! in!
democratic!process!due!to!party!patronage!and!corruption!in!Nicaragua,!but!also!when!services!or!






citizenship!within! a! logic! and!a! state!project! (as!described! in!Chapter!4),! and! furthermore!orients!
research! to! investigate! citizenship! from! the! perspective! of! this! logic:! promoting! or! assessing!
citizenship!through!approaches!which!are!framed!by!policy!discourse!and!decontextualized!from!the!



















but! the! findings! in! Chapter! Five! suggest! that! experiences! of! marginalisation! can! undermine! this!
capacity.! This! chapter! focuses!on! the!ways! in!which! the! coVresearchers!experience! themselves! as!





combination!of! rivers!of! life,! inVdepth! interviews!and!data! from!the!digital! storytelling!process,! to!
explore!experiences!of!citizenship!and!contestation!in!marginalised!settings.!The!form!and!process!of!
creating!and!sharing!their!stories!enabled!each!coVresearcher!to!narrate!their!own!story,!bear!witness!
to! their!own!and!each!other’s! journeys!and!experiences,!and!recognise! their!own!agency! in! these!
accounts.!!




































with' small' and'medium=sized' producers,' and' to' direct' the' National' Literacy' Campaign' in'






















processes! (policies,! discourses,! practices! and! norms),! which! at! times! devalue! their! identities.! In!
England,!because! they!were!unemployed!or! retired,! lacked! legal! status,! living! in!poverty,! or!with!





is!eroded!when!their! identities!are!marginalised,!meaning!that!political! subjectivity! is!undermined!
when!other!subjectivities!are!devalued.!!
The!analysis!in!the!following!sections!considers!how!citizen!agency!can!be!generated!when!it!has!been!





Agency! is!eroded! in!spaces! in!which!marginalising!policies!operate! (such!as!welfare!organisations,!
citizen!engagement! arenas),! and!also!by! the! informal!discourses! and!narratives,!which! shape! the!
relationships!between!people!in!these!spaces;!between!governmental!actors!and!citizens,!and!also!











the!possibility!of!change,! that! through!one’s!actions! it!may!be!possible! to! live!more! justly,!and!to!
realise!one’s! rights.!These!are!not!elements!of!a! linear!process,!and!setbacks!or! reversals!are!also!
possible.!Each!factor!is!considered!below.!!































practising! citizen! agency! requires! first! reVbuilding! a! sense! of! one’s! intrinsic! value! (we! found!

















































on! the! processes! that! they! had! come! through,! which! for! many! of! the! coVresearchers! had! been!
traumatic.!Acknowledging!this,!and!recognising!that!they!had!survived,!made!them!powerfully!aware!
of! their!own!agency!now,! in!contrast! to! the! feelings!of!powerlessness! they!had!expressed!in! their!
stories:!!













now! volunteers! on! one! of! them;! and! Emilia! and! Colin! have! applied! to! participate! in! an! active!
citizenship!course! (funded!by!the!British!Council!and!delivered!by!another! local!communityVbased!
organisation).! In! Nicaragua,! Rosa! and!Maria! have! attended!workshops! on! genderVbased!violence.!
Rosa,!Carolina!and!Maria!have!attended!a!range!of!workshops!and!courses!on!community!organising!




































































personal! but! it! is! also! relational,! experienced! through! interaction! with! others;! in! the! building,!






day! V! can!bring! recognition!and!validation! for!people!who!have! lost! a! sense!of! their! own!agency!




the! community,! or! the! Nicaraguan! discourse! which! is! concerned! with! communityVbased! citizen!
leadership,! reflect! an! awareness! of! the! importance! of! investing! in! the! relational! dimensions! of!




as! the! Family!Cabinets! in!Nicaragua,! yet! these!are! also! an!arena! in!which!actions!which! generate!
personal!and!relational!agency,!may!take!place.!For!instance,!when!Carolina!is!elected!as!the!youth!
representative!on!the!Family!Cabinet:!!























others' to'bring'projects' to'our'neighbourhood.' This' organisation'also'gave'me' training' in'














and! support! some! identities,! but! not! others.! Such! spaces! enable! relationships! to! develop! which!
contribute!to!building!relational!citizenship.!'
In!contexts!of!marginalisation,!such!as! the!settings! in!which!this! research!took!place,!mainstream!
discourses!and!spaces!of!citizenship!may!need!to!be!examined!and!critiqued,!in!order!for!people!to!
feel! that!citizenship! is!something!relevant!or!accessible! to! them.!The!third! factor! indicated!by! the!
research!data!is!that!developing!a!sense!of!the!possibility!of!change!is!important!for!generating!citizen!














a! time!of! limited!agency),! through!a!period!of!great!difficulty,!darkness! (no!agency),! through!to!a!
resolution.!In!the!dark!period,!the!power!over!them!is!primarily!invisible!–!the!power!of!technologies!







story).! For! others,! there! is! a!moment! of! crisis.! Lola! and! Samira! experience! a! violent! crisis!which!
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undermines!their! rights!as!citizens,!and!enforces!a!dramatic!change! in! their! lives.!These!crises!are!














































years.' Power' was' eventually'
restored.'I'had'started'to'pay'back'
my'debts'to'society.'Things'started'
to' improve' for' me,' as' new' life'
started' to' flow' in’' (Alfie,! digital!
story,! Bristol).! ! He! illustrates! this!









In! Bristol,! for! Samira! the! support! of! a! local!
organisation!is!pivotal!for!her,!and!the!door!to!this!
organisation! is! symbolic! of! the! transition! from!
feeling! alone! and! desperate! as! an! asylum! seeker!
new! to! Bristol,! to! feeling! accompanied! and!
supported.!!
‘Then'I'saw'a'door'with'a'big'sign,'and'I'went'in'to'
















Maria:' Something' I' liked' [in' our' stories]' is' that' I' think'we' didn’t'mention' the' struggle' to'
validate'yourself'as'a'citizen,'because' it’s'something'that'not'all'of'us'have,'and' it’s'a'big'














methods! to! link! firstV! and! secondVperson! reflection! through!discussing!and!analysing!each!other’s!
stories!(see!Chapter!Three!sections!3.2!and!3.4).!This!is!valuable!because!it!links!personal!with!shared!
























by' saying' that' we' are' taking' action,' and' an' action'will' have' a' reaction’' (Bartolo,! power!
workshop,!Matagalpa).!
Edmiston! and! Humpage! (2018)! identify! three! responses! to! the! prevailing! neoliberal! welfare!
settlement! in! New! Zealand:! resignation,! resistance,! or! efforts! to! reconfigure! (or! transform).! This!
distinction! is!very!relevant! to! the!narratives!of! the! coVresearchers! in! this! research.!Moreover,! the!
digital! stories! in! this! research!provide!some!further! insight!which! is!not! included! in!Edmiston!and!
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tries! to!cope!when!her!benefits!are!suspended:! ! ‘I'don’t'know'how' I’ll'get'by! V! the'emotional'and'
mental'strain’!(Emilia,! interview,!Bristol).' In!both!settings,!the!women!encounter!a!combination!of!!


















citizen! agency.! Scholarship! discussed! in! Chapter! Two! however,! identified! agency! in! everyday!










































with!women’s!organisations!and!movements.!Ximena!analyses! the!structural! factors!which,! in!her!
experience! continue! to! discipline! and! control! women! through! patriarchal! values! which! are!




who,' living' in' a' sexist' patriarchal' culture,' feel' ownership' over' women’s' bodies.' I’m'
disappointed'with'the'justice'system'–'my'rights'as'a'woman'are'not'protected.'I'don’t'feel'
that' justice' is' done' –' there’s' so' much' injustice' towards' women’' (Ximena,! digital! story,!
Matagalpa).!
























paid…’' (see!5.1.2).!She! is!developing!a!more!critical! perspective!on!her!situation,!and!rather! than!




to! the!everyday! setting!of! the! local! community!organisation!which,! through!a! range!of! activities,!
provides! a! space! for! encounters,! reflection!and!dialogue.!Courses! that! local! organisations!offer! in!
Bristol!tend!to!focus!on!meeting!practical!needs!–!managing!debt!and!benefits,!learning!English,!skills!














these! spaces!have!atrophied! in! England!due! to!budget! reductions! in! local! authorities!which!have!
required!the!diversion!of!community!engagement! funding! into!essential! frontline!services!such!as!
social!care.!The!spaces!in!Nicaragua!do!exist,!and!enable!participation,!but!do!not!allow!debate.!It!is!












begins!his!story!asking! ‘What' is'equality?' It' is'making'certain' that'all' citizens'can' live' in'harmony'
together’,!and!goes!on!to!critique!the!discrimination!he!observes,!saying!‘after'all,'we'were'all'born'




















Bartolo! and! Lola! in! Nicaragua),! of! government! discourses! of! citizenship! they! see! as! false! or!
exclusionary,!and!of!spaces!for!citizen!participation!which!they!see!as!manipulative!(especially!with!











The!visual!dimension!of! the!digital! stories!enabled!the!coVresearchers! to!communicate!their! ideas!























processes,! vocabularies! and! norms! that! marginalise,! particularly! with! relation! to! socioVeconomic!
status.!Emilia!comes!the!closest!to!critique!when!she!talks!about!how!her!benefits!were!suspended,!
although!because!this!service!has!been!outsourced!to!a!private!sector!service!provider,!she!questions!
their! practice! without! directly! attributing! her! criticism! to! government.! Both! approaches! fit! with!
Foucault’s!(1983)!notion!that!the!power!of!governmentality!can!be!challenged!and!reversed,!and!so!is!




to! the! streets,! but! also! the! ‘everyday! makers’,! who! have! recognised! that! they! can! make! small,!
‘ordinary’! acts! of! citizenship! which! contest! marginalisation! in! their! everyday! lives! (Davies,! 2013;!
Neveu,!2015).!In!this!research,!everyday!activist!citizens!are!evidenced!in!both!sites,!practising!(mainly)!
these!small!acts!of!citizenship.!Section!6.3.1!established!the!significance!of!the!awareness!of!injustice,!
that! engenders!what! Hull! and! Katz! (2006)! have! called! ‘agentive! selves’.!When! Ximena! refuses! to!


















Citizen! agency! is! expressed! in! diverse!ways! in! people’s! personal! trajectories,! as! they! contest! the!
norms,! discourses! and! spaces! which! relate! to! their! different! perspectives! and! experiences! of!





and! Maria! who! survive! domestic! violence,! and! Samira! who! survives! war.! Samira’s! story! bears!
testament!to!this:!‘I'was'scared.'What'was'going'to'happen?'I'felt'like'I'was'going'underground,'into'
the'dark.'But'when'you’ve'come'from'a'war,'you'don’t'care,'you'just'keep'going.'You'will'live,'or'you'
will' die’.) According! to! Stephenson! and! Tsianos! (2008,! p.60)! who! write! from! the! perspective! of!
migration,! ‘escape! is! a! creative,! constructive!move,!one!which! radically! alters! the! very! conditions!
within! which! struggles! over! existence! are! conducted’.! For! Samira,! and! for! Rosa! and! Maria! in!
Matagalpa,!reflecting!on!their!escape!led!them!to!articulate!it!as!creative,!as!an!expression!of!agency!
in!search!of!survival,!but!also!of!new!more!human,!just!and!inclusive!conditions.!!
In! other! cases,! contestation! is! reflected! in! resistance! to! the! norms,! discourses! and! spaces!which!
constrain!their!everyday!lives.!Colin,!Jack!and!Alfie!reject!the!isolation!of!retirement!or!of!urban!highV
rise! social! housing,! Emilia! challenges! welfare! discourses! and! practices;! Lola! and! Bartolo! reject!
institutional! discrimination.! Yet,! in! their! rejection!of! the!discourses! in!which! they! find! themselves!
marginalised!or!excluded,!most!of!the!participants!transform!this!disconnect!into!some!kind!of!action,!

















to' [women’s' organisation],' to' the' radio' stations,' to' the' council' …’' (Rosa,! interview,!
Matagalpa).!
Similarly,!Bartolo!has!critically!reflected!on!his!experiences,!which!has!led!him!to!observe!how!it!is!not!








Front! Government! offered! in! 2007.! The! coVresearchers! have! had! to! critique! and! challenge! the!
Sandinista!Front’s!discourse,!which!extended!powerfully!into!their!communities!and!their!emotions,!

































‘from' that' time' onwards,' my' social' responsibility' was' everything' to'me!…at' that' point' I'
















In! Nicaragua,! the! smallVscale! resistances! of! pensioners,! young! people,! the! LGBT! community,! the!
women’s!movement,! indigenous!groups!and! rural! farmworkers,! came! together! in!April! 2018!as! a!




and!spaces!of!citizenship,! through!smallVscale!acts!and!practices!of!solidarity!and!support,! in! their!
building,!block!or!local!community!organisation.!Recent!events!in!Nicaragua!underline!the!significance!









This!chapter!has! found! that!a!sense!of! citizen!agency! is!enabled!when!identities!which!have!been!
devalued!are!recognised.!This!involves!both!a!personal!process!of!building!selfVworth,!and!a!relational!
















in! the! English! context! of! ‘social! desolidarisation’! (Hartmann! and!Honneth,! 2006,! in! Dukelow! and!
Kennett,!2018),!where!prevailing!media!and!political!discourses!frame!problems!as!individual!rather!
than!societal!(Lundström,!2013).!In!some!cases!in!both!settings,!citizens!perform!acts!of!contestation!







their!particular! identities! (Jack!as!a!working! taxVpaying!citizen,!and!Lola!as!a! revolutionary!worker!
citizen,! see! 6.1).! For! others,!whose! identities!were! undermined! or! unacknowledged! in! prevailing!
discourses!and!spaces,!a!sense!of!citizen!agency!was!not!automatic,!and!needed!to!be!engendered.!!
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This!has! important! implications! for!policy!and!practice!relating!to! ‘active!citizenship’;! that! it! is!not!
enough! to! create! a! space! for! citizen! participation! or! action.! The! experiences! which! may! limit!
individuals’!capacity! to!act!need!to!be! taken! into!account,! in!order! to!build!confidence! for!citizen!





community! organisations!may! also! play! a! role! in! supporting! people! to! rebuild! the! personal! and!
relational!capacities!that!are!needed.!



















rights!are!experienced!as!accessible!may!vary! in!context,!as!citizens!navigate! increasingly! insecure!
employment!conditions,!a!reduced!social!contract,!spatial!or!economic!disadvantage.!In!contexts!of!
reduced! state! provision! of! core! public! services,! subVcontracting! to! commercial! providers,! or! the!
closing!of!civic!space,!interpretations!of!citizenship!rights!become!more!critical,!and!more!contested.!
The! implications! are! that! the! premise! of! universal! and! equal! citizenship! rights! for! all! may! be!
undermined,!and!citizenship!experienced!by!some!as!conditional!or!exclusionary.!This!is!likely!to!be!
exacerbated!for!people!living!in!marginalised!settings!(Harvey,!2005;!Lister,!2013;!Contreras!et'al.,!









analyses!how!citizenship! is!constructed!and!experienced!at!both!macro!and!micro! levels.! It!brings!
together! two! key! approaches! to! researching! citizenship.! Firstly,! a! neoliberal! governmentality!
approach! which! analyses! how! governmental! power! operates! through! more! formal! policies! and!
governance!spaces,!but!also!how!these!reach!into!and!combine!with!other!social!dynamics!in!!informal!
citizenship! spaces! and! relationships.! Secondly,! an! approach! that! analyses! how! citizenship! is!
subjectively! constructed! and! experienced! from! a! citizen! perspective,! which! can! illuminate! how!
governmental!discourses!and!spaces!of!citizenship!are!perceived!and!felt!by!citizens!in!their!everyday!
lives,!and!also!how!they!understand!and!practise!citizen!agency.!This!combination!is!appropriate!for!











This! chapter! synthesises! the!analysis! corresponding! to! these! three!questions,! and! reflects!on! the!
learning! that! has! emerged! about! citizenship! across! the! two! contexts.! It! also! considers! the!
methodological! contribution! of! bringing! a! participatory! analysis! of! subjective! experiences! of!
citizenship!together!with!more!traditional!qualitative!approaches.!The!core!research!questions!are!
considered!in!turn!in!section!7.2,!followed!by!a!discussion!on!the!contribution!of!the!findings!of!this!
study! to! the! body! of! knowledge! on! citizenship.! Section! 7.3! discusses! the! contribution! of! the!
methodological! approach,! the! specific! research! methods! used,! their! implications! for! researching!









rights! invoking! the! universality! and! equality! of! Marshall’s! (1950)! triad! of! rights! which! convey!




ofVcentre! (led! by! Nicaragua’s! Constitutionalist! Liberal! Party);! both! accused! in! the! rhetoric! of! the!
incoming!government,!of!encroaching!on!citizens’!rights.!The!study!finds!that!citizens’!rights!are!not!
universally! restored,! since! citizenship! is! shaped! through! discourses! and! in! spaces! which,! in! both!
contexts,!construct!rights!as!conditional,!either!overtly!or!covertly.!In!England,!universal!citizen!rights!
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are!qualified!by!welfare!regulations!which! impose!conditions! for!eligibility,!while! in!Nicaragua!the!
conditions!for!accessing!social!programmes!relate!to!political!patronage,!for!example!the!nonVofficial!








and! identityVbased! differences.! In! England,! citizenship! discourses! privilege! the! workVready! and!
construct!a!negative! idea!of!citizens!who!are!not! in!work!or!seeking!work,!which! impacts!on!how!
citizenship! is! experienced! according! to! age,! gender! and! disability/mental! health,! and! immigrant!
status.!In!Nicaragua,!citizenship!is!constructed!through!discourses!and!in!spaces!with!strong!moral!
overtones! that! combine! an! appeal! to! the! socialist! value! of! solidarity,! with! the! paternalistic!





















section! 2.3),! is! undermined! by! the! withdrawal! of! funding! and! increased! emphasis! on! market!
participation! in! England;! or! by! centralising! and! partisan! tendencies! in! Nicaragua.! Rather! than!
empower! citizens,! these!dynamics! shift! the!power! to! the!private! sector! and/or! the! state.! In!both!




in!civil! society!and!the!community,!and! its!deployment!of!a!moral!discourse!of!citizenship! in!both!
settings.!!
Carmel!and!Harlock!(2008)!have!argued!that!local!structures!of!citizen!participation!are!sites!of!control,!
but! in! Bristol! the! hollowing! out! and! subsequent! closure! of! the! Neighbourhood! Partnerships! has!
removed!this!space!as!an!available!technology!of!governmentality.!This!research!finds!that!in!England!
currently,! governmentality! operates!more! through!welfare! discourses! and! through! control! of! the!
funding!and!agendas!of!organisations!that!work!with!citizens!or!distribute!welfare.!In!Nicaragua!where!
the!spaces!for!citizen!participation!have!proliferated,!partisan!practices!are!shaping!these!into!more!
disciplinary! spaces,! making! access! to! resources! conditional! on! party! allegiance! and! requiring!













state! is!withdrawing! (England),!or!on!terms!which!are!set!by!Party!cadre!rather! than!according!to!
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citizens’! priorities! and! concerns! (Nicaragua).! Furthermore,! in! England! the! social! entrepreneur/!
volunteer! construct! relies! on! the! agency! of! those! citizens!who! are! already! active.! In! this!way,! a!


























and!other! forms!of!marginalisation!which!mediated!their!access! to!social,! spatial,! legal!or!political!
rights.!This!marginalisation!translated!in!people’s!experiences!as!a!loss!of!citizenship,!or!a!sense!of!




identities! can! be!mobilised! by! some,! for! example! through! the! perception! that! a! full!working! life!
conveys!entitlement! to!political!citizenship! (Jack! in!Bristol);!or! the!experience!of!contributing!to!a!





or!not! recognised.!Citizenship! is! felt! to!be! further! compromised,!when!people!must!navigate! the!
convergences!of!economic!and!spatial,!as!well!as!identityVbased!forms!of!marginalisation.!In!England,!
citizens! experienced! isolation! and! exclusion! because! of! age,!mental! health,! asylum! status! or! the!
experience! of! claiming! welfare! benefits.! In! Nicaragua,! citizens! experienced! isolation! because! of!
genderVbased!violence!in!the!home!or!workplace,!and!discrimination!because!of!gender!or!sexuality.!
In!both!sites,!poverty!magnified!their!experiences!of!powerlessness.!This!evidence!resonates!with!
Samov! and! Yishai’s! (2018)! conceptualisation! of! fragmented! citizenship.! The! participatory! inquiry!
enabled!the!disaggregation!of!experiences!of!(non)!citizenship,!and!identified!factors!which!drive!this!
fragmentation.! The! diversity! of! stories! and! responses! to! the! idea! of! citizenship! illustrate! how!
processes!of!exclusion! impact! in!a! range!of!ways!on!how!people!experience! their!citizenship,!and!




feel! ‘appropriate! emotions’! (de! Wilde! &! Duyvendak,! 2016),! or! to! motivate! them! to! participate!
(Gregorio!and!Merolli,!2016).!The!evidence!presented!in!this!thesis!advances!our!understanding!of!
how!governmentality!operates!through!the!emotions,!and!how!it!impacts!on!citizens’!sense!of!agency.!!




These! findings! contribute! to! the! field! of! citizenship! scholarship! by! identifying! how! government!





or! reconfiguration).! This! research! extends! and! further! nuances! their! findings! to! show! that!










also! through! performing! small! acts! of! solidarity! and! reciprocity.! This! is! manifested! in! both! sites,!







The! experiences! summarised! above! suggest! that! the! dynamics! of! economic! and! spatial!
marginalisation,! and! their! interaction! with! social! attitudes! which! devalue! certain! identities,! are!

















their! governments! and! their! communities.!While!most! experience!at! times! their! citizenship! to!be!
conditional,!fragmented!or!even!‘cancelled’!(see!Lola’s!story,!section!5.1.2),!they!imagine!and!aspire!
to! an! inclusive! citizenship! that! challenges!marginalising! discourses! in! each! setting.! The!mismatch!
between!their!aspirations!and!the!realities!of!their!lives!and!their!experience!of!the!institutions!around!
them,!at!times!creates!a!critical!disconnect!as!Habermas!(1987)!has!argued.!This!study!has!shown!how,!

























of! participation! through! feeling! connected! to! other! people! in! these! spaces,! and! gaining! their!
recognition.!The!dynamics!of! these!spaces!are!not! linear;! they!offer!opportunities!and!constraints!
simultaneously.! For! example,! spaces! of! citizen! participation! can! become! sites! of! neoliberal!
governmentality!(as!highlighted!by!Lefebvre,!1974;!Harvey,!2005;!Carmel!and!Harlock,!2008),!limiting!
or!channelling! the!kind!of!citizen!agency!that! is!possible,!as!described!by!Sara!when!she! joins! the!
Family!Cabinet!(see!section!5.2.1).!However,!these!spaces!may!also!offer!an!opportunity!for!citizens!
to!build! relational!agency,!and!to!gain!confidence,!as! is! the!case! for!Rosa!and!Carolina!when!they!





While!it! is!a!crucial!counterweight!to!the!overVburdened!neoliberal! individual,!it! is!important!to!be!





























findings!are!relevant!beyond!these!two!sites.!The!research!makes!a!contribution!to! theory! in! four!
aspects.!!

























attention! to! the!need! to! recognise!differentiated!experiences! at! the! personal!or!microVlevel,! and!
resonates! with! feminist! theorisations! of! citizenship! such! as! YuvalVDavis’! (1999)! suggestion! of!
‘universality!in!diversity’,!Lister’s!(2007)!inclusive!citizenship!and!Prilleltensky’s!(2008)!psychoVpolitical!
approach.!The!original!contribution!of!my!approach!has!been!to!disaggregate!the!concept!of!agency,!
demonstrating! that! a! sense! of! citizen! agency! is! connected! to! experiences! of! participation! in! the!












everyday!builds!on! the! ‘everyday!maker’! citizens!of!Davies’! (2013)! account!of! smallVscale! gradual!














from! policy! documents,! key! informants! and! with! groups! of! coVresearchers.! The! datasets! are!
complementary:!the!analysis!of!policy!discourses!and!the!key!informant!interviews!provided!insights!






different!ways! of! knowing! to! be! expressed,! including! embodied! (experienced,! felt! and! expressed!
through! the!body)! and!emotional,! as!well! as! cognitive! and! rational.! This! validated!Heron’s! (1996)!
‘extended!epistemology’!as!relevant!to!an!inquiry!into!citizenship,!because!it!enabled!participants!to!
draw!on!what! they!have!experienced!and!felt,! reflect!on! it! in! the!participatory! inquiry!space,!and!
generate!and!communicate!meaning!(through!their!stories);!which!may!then!point!to!either!future!
action!by!them,!or!proposals!for!policy!reform.!!





























In! adopting! a! comparative! approach,! this! research! has! combined! a! micro! focus! on! people’s!
experiences! of! citizenship! in! their! everyday! lives! and! in! the! context! of! specific! policies! and!
programmes!(May,!2008),!with!a!bigger!picture!or!macro!focus!on!how!citizenship!is!shaped!through!
complex! processes,! as! social! policies! interact! with! ideas,! policies,! political! and! cultural! norms! at!
different! scales! and! contexts! (Kennett,! 2013).! The! comparative! analysis! has! generated! both!
theoretical! insights! and! methodological! innovation.! It! has! demonstrated! that! a! neoliberal!
governmentality!approach!with!emphasis!on!agency! resonates!richly! in!both!contexts.!Differences!
were!expected!between!the!global!North,!neoliberalised!context!of!England!and!the!global!South,!
socialistVhybrid! context!of!Nicaragua.! The! similarities! and! resonances!between! sites! are! therefore!

























This!study!has!enabled!a!critical!assessment! in!each! site,!however! its!scope! in! facilitating! ‘mutual!
understanding!and!recognition’!(Santos!2012,!p.58)!between!sites!has!been!limited.!We!viewed!and!
discussed! the! stories! from! each! other’s! sites,! but! failed! in! the! timeframe! to! establish! a! deeper!
























tens!of! thousands!of!people! to! take! to! the! streets! in!protest!marches.! These!have!been!violently!
suppressed!and!many!protestors!have!been!arrested!or!have!fled!the!country.!
At!a!time!of!increasing!political!polarisation,!the!rise!of!populism!and!the!reconfiguration!of!civic!space,!
it! would! be! useful! to! build! on! the! contribution! of! this! research! to! consider! how! decentralised!




In! conclusion,! the! research! design! has! attempted! to! integrate!methods! that! could! facilitate! data!
generation!and!analysis!of!both!how!the!state!shapes!citizenship!in!visible!and!hidden!ways;!and!how!
citizens!understand!and!experience!their!citizenship,!in!two!very!different!settings.!I!have!answered!
these! questions! through! a! combination! of! document! analysis! with! qualitative! and! participatory!
research!methods!and!analysis,!weaving!a!path!between!participatory!analysis!and!qualitative!deskV
based! analysis! (see! 3.5).! This! has! required! iteration! and! layering! of! the! analysis,! revisiting! and!


















universal! idea! of! citizenship! as! rights! which! resonates! across! very! different! policy! contexts.! The!









Second,! guarantee! spaces! for! democratic! engagement! and! allow! contestation.! Nicaragua! has!
demonstrated!that!mechanisms!for!citizen!participation!can!be!enabled!even!when!public!spending!is!
under!pressure,!and!this!is!a!lesson!for!England.!In!England,!efforts!can!be!renewed!to!open!up!spaces!
for! democratic! dialogue,! facilitating! the! inclusion! of! different! perspectives.! This! will! require!
investment!in!democratic!mechanisms.!In!both!settings,!governments!could!invest!in!processes!which!






reduce! the! barriers! to! participation! created! by! experiences! of!marginalisation,! including! identityV






education.! An! understanding! of! citizenship! as! multiVsubjective! can! enhance! policies! aiming! to!
promote!active!citizenship!and!social!accountability.,
! 189!
Fourth,! in! order! to! promote! inclusive! and! active! citizenship,! governments! can! enable! grassroots!










The! individuals! involved! as! coVresearchers! in! this! study! speak! of! their! own! experiences,! but! also!
illustrate! the! issues! faced! by!many! others! who! are! experiencing!marginalisation! in! each! setting.!
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Project!title:!‘What does it mean to be a citizen here? Experiences of 
citizenship in disadvantaged neighbourhoods in England and Nicaragua’. 
 
Citizenship!Research!Group!(Matagalpa/Bristol)! 
( We the undersigned have agreed to participate in the research project ‘Making 
Sense of Citizenship’ (A(participatory(and(comparative(analysis(of(expressions(of(
citizenship(in(marginalised(settings(in(England(and(Nicaragua)’.  
( We agree to treat confidentially any information that our fellow participants share in 
the research.  
( We will not share any information or images from the project without the consent of 
all participants. We understand that this is our research, and that we can use it 
for advocacy purposes if we are all in agreement.  
( We will behave with respect to each other.  
( We will listen carefully to each other’s views and stories, and take care not to judge 
or to criticize. 
( We will respect that women and men, older and younger people, people of different 
abilities, ethnicities and sexualities all have equal rights to be heard and to be 
treated with respect. 
( We agree that our discussions in the research group, and the stories we develop, can 
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This! research! will! be! conducted! in! deprived! neighbourhoods! in! Bristol! (England)! and! Matagalpa!
(Nicaragua).!Interviews!will!be!conducted!in!a!public!place.!I!expect!to!develop!a!relationship!of!trust!
































































































Transcript description Name in thesis 
Co-inquiry workshops  
Bristol Co-inquiry Group first meeting  Co-inquiry 1, Bri 
Matagalpa Co-inquiry Group first meeting Co-inquiry 1, Mat 
Developing the Digital Story workshop Matagalpa DS Workshop, Mat 
Developing the Digital Story workshop Bristol DS Workshop, Bri 
Power analysis workshop Matagalpa Power Workshop, Mat 
Power analysis workshop – Bristol Power Workshop, Bri 
River of Life workshop Mat RoL Workshop, Mat 
River of Life workshop Bri RoL Workshop, Bri 
Viewing the Digital Stories Nicaragua Viewing DS, Nic 
Viewing the Digital Stories Bristol Viewing DS, Bri 
Interviews with national key informants (Nicaragua only)  
Interview with Chief Exec of national CSO, Nicaragua N_NCSO_1 
Interview with Chief Exec of national CSO, Nicaragua N_NCSO_2 
Interview with academic, national university, Nicaragua N_NCSO_3 
Interview with lawyer and activist (national), Nicaragua N_NCSO_4 
Interview with Chief Exec of national CSO, Nicaragua  N_NCSO_5 
Interview with ex-coordinator of national social movement, Nicaragua N_NCSO_6 
Interview with chief exec of national CSO, Nicaragua N_NCSO_7 
Interview with senior politician N_NGov_1 
Interview with national government advisor, Nicaragua N_NGov_2 
Interview with national government civil servant, Nicaragua N_NGov_3 
Interviews with local key informants (Matagalpa and Bristol)  
Interview with Chief Exec of local CSO, Matagalpa N_LCSO_1 
Interview with Chief Exec of local CSO, Bristol B_LCSO_1 
Interview with local CSO leader, Matagalpa N_LCSO_2 
Interview with local CSO leader, Bristol B_LCSO_2 
Interview with activist in Matagalpa Family Cabinet N_FC_1 
Interview with coordinator in Matagalpa Family Cabinet N_FC_2 
Interview with local CSO leader, Bristol B_LCSO_3 
Interview with local government civil servant, Bristol B_LGov_1 
Interview with local government senior civil servant, Bristol B_LGov_2 
fieldnotes (monthly summaries) JH Fieldnotes + date 
In-depth interviews with members of co-inquiry groups Pseudonym, City 




































































































































Session''' Purpose'' Activities' Requirements'
Session'7:'' Participants!
reflect!on!each!
other’s!stories!
and!identify!
factors!which!
enable!or!block!
people’s!
possibilities!of!
acting!as!a!
citizen!!
!
To!identify!
common!and!
divergent!
factors!between!
stories!within!
and!between!
sites.!
Warm!up!activity!to!get!people!thinking!about!sources!of!power!(see!
Veneklasen!&!Miller!book)!
!! elicit!possible!sources!of!power,!what!power!looks!like,!if!we!have!
it,!or!others,!why!etc!
!
Show!the!Bristol!stories!1!by!1!…!give!a!few!minutes!after!each!story!for!
people!to!think,!and!write!down!their!thoughts!on!power!in!this!story.!
!
After!all!stories!are!shown,!feedback!randomly,!facilitators!write!up!into!
a!matrix!!
!
Collectively!agree!symbols!for!power!over,!with,!within,!to!…!and!they!
can!go!and!stick!them!up!on!the!matrix!
Show!the!Nicaragua!stories!1!by!1,!…!give!a!few!minutes!after!each!
story!for!people!to!think,!and!write!down!their!thoughts!on!power!in!
this!story.!
Do!you!see!any!differences?!Similarities?!!
Power/citizenship?!!
Projector!
Memory!sticks!!
Certificates!
Vouchers!
Nicaragua!stories!subtitled!in!
English!
Tea!&!coffee,!!
Lunch!
!
!
!
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A14$ Digital$Story$Transcripts$
!
Transcripts:!Matagalpa!
!
‘Rosa’!
My!name!is![Rosa].!I’m!a!woman!of!30.!
I!didn’t!feel!like!a!citizen!because!my!life!was!very!complicated.!I!lived!in!a!circle!of!violence!–!
physical!and!psychological.!!
I!was!submissive,!dedicated!to!the!family.!I!didn’t!have!the!right!to!anything,!or!to!decide!anything.!I!
lived!in!a!fantasy!world,!believing!that!everything!that!happened!to!me!was!normal.!
The!moment!I!felt!like!a!citizen!was!when!I!separated!from!my!husband.!!
I!realized!that!I’d!been!wrong,!and!that!I!have!value,!I!have!many!rights!and!capacities.!!
So!I!decided!to!go!back!to!school,!and!I!joined!the!neighbourhood!committee.!!
My!neighbours!recognized!me!as!a!leader.!!
I!work!in!the!local!community,!and!the!women’s!group![…]!recognizes!me!as!a!community!leader.!!
I!have!my!own!little!house!now.!!
I’m!studying.!I!have!a!quiet!life!with!my!son.!I!know!I!have!rights!and!responsibilities.!I’m!helping!at!a!
children’s!centre.!
I!continue!to!help!out!in!the!community,!to!bring!piped!water,!electricity!and!housing!to!the!
neighbourhood.!!
I!think!that!in!spite!of!circumstances!I!am!happy,!I!have!a!happy!life.!!
!
! !
!
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!‘Bartolo’:!It!was!better!when!I!was!a!kid!
!
I!have!begun!to!enjoy!things!in!life!–!whether!it’s!to!see!them!or!to!touch!them,!that’s!what!they!are!
there!for.!!
I!started!to!think!rationally!when!I!finished!secondary!school.!!
We!are!citizens!from!our!birth,!from!when!we!want!to!do!something!and!we!achieve!it.!!!
But!the!time!came!when!some!of!those!things!were!outlawed!and!made!unreachable.!And!others!
came!crashing!down,!hurting!me!deeply.!!
From!that!time!onwards,!my!social!responsibility!was!everything!to!me.!!
I!always!knew!what!I!would!study!–!humanities.!!
I!had!to!choose!from!a!great!range!of!expensive!options,!since!making!money!from!education!is!a!
reality!in!this!country.!!
My!energy!was!sapped!by!this!capitalist!system!that!didn’t!favour!me,!and!the!lack!of!support!and!
encouragement!from!the!state.!!
I!began!to!look!for!ways!to!pay!for!my!studies!at!one!of!the!most!prestigious!universities!in!
Nicaragua,!since!the!public!universities!didn’t!offer!my!degree!course!in!psychology.!!
Often,!I!didn’t!have!enough!to!pay!for!my!studies!and!living!expenses!in!another!city.!
And!then!I!wondered,!why!is!that!which!life!has!given!to!me,!taken!away!from!me?!What!can!I!do!to!
recover!it?!Should!I!try?!!
I!worked!to!pay!for!my!studies.!My!time!was!so!limited!that!I!couldn’t!get!a!formal!partTtime!job!
because!of!my!activist!activities.!I!saw!an!opportunity!for!more!informal!work.!!
Since!I!know!that!what!life!provides!is!for!us!to!see,!I!can’t!accept!seeing!life!from!behind!bars.!!
Sex!work!became!my!best!option.!I!went!with!powerful!people!from!politics!and!finance,!and!even!
drug!traffickers.!It!was!exciting,!I!don’t!deny!it.!And!well!paid.!!
But!it!was!risky.!I!paid!for!three!years!of!studies.!Now!I’m!going!to!recover!those!things!that!life!gave!
me.!And!I’ve!come!to!realise!that!the!state!is!to!blame!for!my!risky!lifestyle,!and!that!this!is!a!reality!
for!many!young!people.!Once!again,!I!didn’t!feel!like!a!citizen.!!
I!think!my!contribution!has!raised!awareness!amongst!many!decision!makers.!!
I!have!the!impression!that!this!is!an!eternal!game!for!humanity.!!
I!felt!like!a!citizen!when!I!was!a!child,!when!I!didn’t!know!about!anything!!
And!some!time!I!will!be!able!to!enjoy!my!citizenship.!And!be!a!universal!citizen!in!a!world!without!
barriers!or!borders!that!stop!me!from!doing!something!with!my!life.!!!
!
! !
!
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‘Ximena’:!My!Story!
!
I!began!university!full!of!enthusiasm,!with!my!white!coat!and!plans!to!help!people!that!need!me.!
Especially!women!and!children.!!
This!hope!is!what!motivates!me!to!keep!fighting!in!my!professional!career.!And!try!to!keep!my!spirits!
up,!to!be!positive,!and!to!have!a!quiet!life.!!
To!pay!for!my!studies!I!had!to!look!for!work!all!over!the!place.!
I!got!on!well,!but!not!everything!is!rosy,!and!when!things!seem!perfect,!that’s!when!it!can!go!wrong.!!
I!started!to!experience!a!different!form!of!violence!in!that!protected!space,!the!workplace.!!
Sexual!harassment!is!a!reality!in!many!work!places!where!power!and!bad!practice!take!advantage!of!
innocence!and!of!people’s!poverty.!It’s!sad!when!in!your!workplace!you!are!not!valued!for!your!
professional!skills,!only!for!your!body.!!
We!women!are!treated!like!sexual!objects.!!
It!wasn’t!just!once,!it!happened!many!times,!indecent!offers!in!return!for!promotion.!!
To!relate!this!to!citizenship,!it!is!connected!with!the!abuse!of!power!by!the!state,!and!by!people!
who,!living!in!a!sexist!patriarchal!culture,!feel!ownership!over!women’s!bodies.!!
I’m!disappointed!with!the!justice!system!–!my!rights!as!a!woman!are!not!protected.!!
I!don’t!feel!that!justice!is!done!–!there’s!so!much!injustice!towards!women!like!me,!and!many!other!
women!in!certain!jobs.!!
I!ask!for!respect.!But!having!to!keep!asking!can!wear!a!human!being!out.!!
!
!
! !
!
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‘Carolina’!
 
I’m!a!woman!of!32!years!old.!I!was!married!at!18,!and!I’m!still!with!my!husband.!!
We!have!two!children,!who!we!love!very!much.!
It!was!in!1998!that!I!felt!that!I!was!listened!to!and!that!my!views!were!valued,!and!people!listen!to!
me.!They!invited!me!to!participate!in!a!children’s!movement!that’s!called![…].!
I!began!to!participate!in!workshops!on!children!at!risk!and!children’s!rights!and!duties.!
This!is!when!I!began!to!speak!and!have!views,!and!felt!that!my!views!were!valued.!!
I!feel!like!people!take!me!into!account.!Now,!I!work!for!the!wellbeing!of!my!neighbourhood.!!
I!support!different!activities!in!the!community.!I!think!I!know!how!to!organise!my!time,!because!as!
well!as!the!housework,!my!children!and!I!go!to!dance!classes!in!the!afternoons.!Sometimes!after!
dance!class!I!have!a!community!meeting,!and!I!always!attend.!Because!I!know!they!benefit!the!
neighbourhood.!
I!feel!like!a!positive!citizen,!because!my!views!are!listened!to!and!valued.!!
I!know!how!to!organise!my!time!and!balance!my!personal!and!community!life.!!
Now!I’m!representative!of!young!people!in!the!neighbourhood,!They!elected!me!as!their!
coordinator.!I!represent!them!in!culture!and!sport,!when!we!need!to!work!with!public!institutions.!!
 
! !
!
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‘Lola’s!story’!
I!was!born!into!a!patriotic!household,!and!both!my!parents!were!teachers!and!encouraged!their!
students!and!their!daughter!to!be!proud!of!their!country.!The!Nicaraguan!flag!was!always!present!in!
our!sitting!room,!and!my!parents!also!taught!me!to!sing!the!national!anthem!correctly,!together!with!
other!Nicaraguan!songs.!I!also!learned!to!dance!our!traditional!dances,!to!the!sound!of!the!marimba!
and!the!guitar.!
I!grew!up!in!the!1970s!during!Somoza’s!military!dictatorship.!Without!hesitation!I!knew!I!had!to!do!
my!part!to!free!our!people!from!oppression,!and!I!joined!the!liberation!movement.!
I!survived!…!I!was!18!and!my!sense!of!what!it!meant!to!be!Nicaraguan!grew!as!I!got!fully!involved!in!
the!tasks!of!the!revolution.!
I!helped!organize!cooperatives!in!the!countryside!with!agricultural!workers,!agricultural!
cooperatives,!and!to!direct!the!National!Literacy!Campaign!in!a!municipality!of!Managua.!I!did!
community!organizing!in!the!neighbourhoods!of!Managua,!and!then!I!joined!the!armed!forces!and!
spent!some!time!there.!
So!I!got!my!first!identity!card!as!a!Nicaraguan!citizen!and!voted!for!the!first!time!in!open!elections!in!
1984.!I!took!part!in!the!Feminist!Movement!from!when!it!started,!and!in!the!LGBT!Movement!in!the!
1980s.!It!wasn’t!that!having!an!ID!card,!or!the!act!of!voting,!made!me!feel!like!a!citizen.!I!felt!like!a!
citizen!when!I!saw!the!fruits!of!all!our!efforts!T!to!gain!the!right!to!have!an!ID!card,!and!to!identify!
ourselves!as!Nicaraguan,!and!to!be!able!to!vote!for!our!leaders.!!
Then,!in!1987,!I!was!expelled!from!the!FSLN!party,!and!from!my!job.!This!happened!because!I!had!
blown!the!whistle!about!some!wrongTdoings!that!the!government!was!committing.!I!felt!like!my!
citizen!rights!had!been!cancelled.!Nicaragua!became!my!jail!for!a!year.!Three!years!later,!there!were!
elections!and!the!Nicaraguan!people!chose!a!new!president!and!ruling!party,!which!confirmed!to!me!
that!I!had!been!right,!and!I!felt!happy!and!worthy!again.!!
So!I!decided!to!become!a!teacher!like!my!parents!before!me,!and!to!follow!their!example.!I!
graduated!from!University,!and!I!started!on!teaching!young!people!in!Matagalpa!about!our!national!
values!that!I!learnt!from!my!parents,!and!from!my!own!experience.!
Currently,!we!have!a!government!which,!like!all!governments,!does!some!things!that!benefit!people,!
and!some!things!which!do!not.!The!feeling!as!a!citizen!is!one!of!being!powerless.!
However,!together!we!can!achieve!things!in!the!community!which!are!good!for!everyone:!drains,!
electricity!cables,!drinking!water,!paving!of!the!main!streets,!bridges,!and!all!these!in!coordination!
with!government!institutions.!!
My!faith!in!God!gives!me!the!strength!to!keep!on!seeing!the!beautiful!side!of!life!in!this!little!piece!of!
the!Earth!called!Nicaragua.!
! !
!
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‘Maria’!
I’m![Maria],!and!I’m!48!years!old.!
I!was!born!in!Matagalpa,!Nicaragua,!in!the![….]!neighbourhood.!!
I!come!from!a!humble,!Christian!family.!We!all!get!along!well.!
We!share!happy!times!and!sad!times!too.!I!remember!some!happy!and!some!sad!things!about!my!
childhood!and!adolescence.!!
Like!when!my!mother!got!sick,!and!I!had!to!take!care!of!my!younger!brothers!and!sisters.!And!when!
we’d!get!together!with!my!grandmother,!and!with!all!my!cousins,!and!we’d!listen!to!her!stories.!My!
grandmother!and!my!mother!were!role!models!for!me.!
I!got!married!very!young!at!17!years!old.!I!believed!in!love!and!happiness.!I!had!four!beautiful!
children!who!I!love!very!much.!!
During!the!time!that!I!was!married!–!24!years!–!I!suffered!and!felt!repressed.!
It!was!like!living!in!darkness!and!silence,!without!the!right!to!speak!or!to!have!opinions.!!
Until!one!day,!I!joined!a!group!in!my!community!that!worked!with![communityTbased!organisation]!
and!the!City!Council.!!
We!also!worked!with!the!health!ministry,![international!NGO],![local!NGO]!amongst!others!to!bring!
projects!to!our!neighbourhood.!!
This!organisation!also!gave!me!training!in!human!rights,!laws,!health,!violence!and!other!things.!I!
then!trained!men!and!women!and!young!people!in!my!neighbourhood.!!
This!gave!me!the!strength!to!break!the!silence,!and!say!“Enough!”!I!began!to!make!my!own!
decisions.!!
I!became!a!leader!in!my!neighbourhood,!and!gained!the!respect!of!children,!young!people!and!
adults.!!
I!have!helped!to!bring!water,!electricity,!paved!roads,!latrines!and!housing!to!the!neighbourhood.!!
And!between!the!community!organisation,!Ministry!of!Health!and!the!local!authority,!we!have!
organised!health!festivals.!
We!also!help!children,!young!people!and!adults!to!get!their!birth!certificates.!!
This!work!makes!me!feel!like!a!citizen,!I’m!fulfilled!and!happy,!and!I!can!help!others.!!
Currently,!I’m!getting!trained!as!a!primary!and!early!years!teacher.!I’m!studying!at!the!teacher!
training!college!to!become!a!professional.!I!work!as!a!community!preschool!teacher,!and!I!also!teach!
primary!to!young!people!and!adults.!And!I’m!still!involved!in!community!organisation.!!
I’m!a!single!mother!with!4!children,!6!grandchildren,!and!I!have!my!own!little!house.!!
It!was!difficult!for!me!when!my!mum!passed!away,!and!went!to!live!with!our!Heavenly!Father.!!
I’ll!hold!her!in!my!heart!for!ever.!!
! !
!
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Bristol!stories!
‘Alfie’!C!The!Coach!Trip!
When!I!was!seven!years!of!age,!with!my!friend!Malcolm!on!a!Sunday!morning,!we!would!chase!
around!the!neighbours’!houses,!asking!if!they!would!like!to!come!to!Severn!Beach!on!a!coach!outing.!
We!always!got!enough!people!to!come,!and!the!trips!were!made!possible!by!a!communityTminded!
man,!who!had!his!own!Sharabang.!
I!married!in!1966!and!had!three!children,!and!work!was!aplenty.!
But!in!1971,!my!marriage!started!to!go!downhill.!I!had!lost!my!sister!and!father,!and!when!my!
mother!died,!this!left!a!great!void!in!my!life.!My!wife!and!I!decided!to!part!company,!and!I!found!it!
difficult!to!live!alone!with!my!memories,!and!I!found!solace!in!alcohol.!!
I!lost!my!home!and!was!living!on!the!streets!and!in!derelict!houses!until!an!old!friend!suggested!I!
come!to!AA!with!him.!After!a!while,!I!started!to!take!AA!seriously.!I!had!been!living!without!
electricity!for!2!years.!Power!was!eventually!restored.!I’d!started!to!pay!back!my!debts!to!society.!
Things!started!to!improve!for!me,!as!new!life!started!to!flow!in.!!
I!met!my!present!partner![…],!and!I!started!work!again,!as![…]!and!I!embarked!on!a!very!exciting!new!
life.!I!eventually!started!work!again,!and!took!an!active!role!in!the!community.!!
I!had!a!tragic!setback!occur!two!weeks!after!I!retired!from!Bristol!City!Council.!!
My!eldest!son!died!in!the!Bristol!Royal!Infirmary!of!acute!alcohol!and!drug!abuse.!To!combat!this,!I!
went!to!AA!meetings!twice!a!day!for!a!month.!Community!work!ceased!for!three!months!–!I!needed!
time!to!myself.!!
I!was!elected!to!the![community!organisation]!board,!and!served!on!the!committee!for!three!years.!I!
made!out!application!forms!for!funding!for!coach!trips,!for!people!in!the!local!community,!and!as!a!
result!I’ve!been!on!many!coach!trips!to!all!parts!of!the!country,!with!local!residents.!!
My!motivation!in!this!is!to!do!it!for!people!who!feel!cut!off!from!society.!The!isolation!that!council!
flats!can!bring,!to!give!them!confidence!and!selfTworth.!!
I!must!reiterate!that!none!of!this!would!have!been!possible,!if!I!had!not!found!AA,!and!for!that!I!am!
eternally!grateful.!!
!
!
! !
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‘Colin’!C!Equality!
!
What!is!equality?!!
It!is!making!certain!that!all!citizens!can!live!in!harmony!together.!!
At!first,!I!thought!I!was!isolated!because!I!live!on!my!own.!!
After!I!retired,!I!did!not!do!much.!!
After!about!a!year,!I!changed.!This!was!because!I!got!to!know!neighbours!who!were!members!of!the!
area!housing!committee.!They!persuaded!me!to!join!them.!After!this,!I!had!conversations!with!them.!!
I!decided!to!do!some!more!voluntary!work.!I!then!became!a!member!of!the!housing!committee.!It’s!
a!pity!that!this!committee!is!now!defunct.!
I!decided!I!could!also!help!look!after!the!environment!in!the!area.!Bristol!City!Council!did!not!always!
approve.!We!argued!with!them.!We!usually!got!our!way!in!the!end.!!
I!felt!that!I!was!becoming!equal!to!me!peers,!doing!something!useful!in!the!community.!!
Where!I!live!is!an!area!where!refugees!come!to!live.!I!am!annoyed!when!people!tell!me!that!they!are!
inferior!for!some!reason.!!
After!all,!we!were!all!born!‘equal’!in!the!eyes!of!the!church.!!
Refugees!should!be!encouraged!to!integrate!and!become!good!citizens.!I!know!a!lot!of!them!are!now!
doing!a!useful!job!on!equal!terms,!but!the!terms!are!not!always!equal.!!
I’d!like!to!encourage!anyone!who!wants!to!give!something!back!to!the!community.!!
! !
!
!
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‘Emilia’!C!Adapting!
As!a!full!time!working!woman,!I!felt!accepted,!confident,!and!able!to!participate!in!society.!
I!was!paying!my!taxes,!contributing!to!society,!and!enjoying!life.!!
My!life!changed!dramatically!when!I!found!out!I!was!expecting!a!baby.!
It!was!unexpected!and!left!me!feeling!confused!and!isolated.!!
However,!my!little!bundle!of!joy!was!born.!!
As!the!months!went!by,!I!lost!my!identity,!my!confidence,!and!kind!of!who!I!was,!what!I!was.!I!was!
lost.!Felt!I!was!not!going!to!be!able!to!provide!and!be!a!good!mum,!as!I!was!now!on!benefits.!!
I!felt!like!I!was!taking!from!society,!and!not!contributing!which!went!against!my!principles.!!
However,!once!my!son!was!six!months!old,!I!came!to![community!organisation].!!
At!this!moment,!my!life!changed!dramatically!for!the!better.!I!felt!accepted!and!welcome.!I!no!longer!
felt!isolated,!and!I!had!somewhere!to!go!where!I!could!openly!talk!about!how!I!felt!without!being!
judged.!!
Acceptance!of!my!situation!has!now!been!digested,!and!I!have!a!different!but!beautiful!reason!to!
wake!up!to!and!for.!!
Love!of!myself,!my!son,!new!friends!and!people!I!have!met!since!having!my!child.!
I!am!growing,!learning!about!myself!and!I!have!a!new!life.!!!
! !
!
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Jack’s!story!
!
I!was!born!in!Bristol!and!educated,!worked!and!live!in!retirement!in!Bristol.!Here!I!am!a!citizen.!
Others!come!and!settle!and!forge!a!new!life!in!the!city.!They!also!by!their!activity!become!equal!
citizens.!
I!was!born!at!Southmead!hospital!when!Southmead!was!part!of!Gloucestershire.!I!grew!up!in!
Horfield.!Attended!Bishop!Road!School.!I!saw!the!blitz!and!the!destruction!of!much!of!our!city.!!
I!was!in!the!first!group!of!children!to!get!caught!in!the!increased!school!leaving!age.!I!had!with!others!
to!remain!in!education!until!we!were!15!years!old.!The!schools!were!unprepared!for!that,!and!found!
it!difficult!to!occupy!and!educate!us!further.!A!waste!of!time.!
Working!life!began!at!15,!as!a!plumber’s!assistant.!Fetching!materials,!cleaning!tools,!and!being!
helpful.!Apprenticeship!began!at!age!16!and!lasted!until!age!21.!I!learned!to!be!a!heating!an!
domestic!engineer!pipe!fitter.!Over!my!working!life!I!had!seven!employers.!!
Working!full!time!till!age!69!and!part!time!until!73.!That!was!an!interesting!and!very!varied!time.!!
On!retiring,!I!though!isolation!and!lonely!living!would!not!suit!after!the!activities!of!work!and!the!
fellowship!that!goes!with!it.!!
I!started!retirement!by!getting!involved!with!many!community!activities:![…]!Community!Ltd.![…]!
Gardening!Group.![…]!walking!group.!Living![…].!LinkAge!walkers.!Bristol!Older!People’s!Forum.!
Citizenship!is!all!about!taking!part!in!the!useful!groups.!!
At!my!age,!I!take!part!and!have!great!interest!in!the!affairs!of!our!city.!I!feel!justified!in!praising!the!
good!works!of!a!few!and!criticizing!the!bad!works!of!many.!I!speak!with!the!people!concerned!when!
possible,!and!with!others!who!share!an!interest.!I!write!to!those!I!criticize.!!
! !
!
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Samira’s!story!
!
I!arrived!in!the!UK!as!an!asylum!seeker,!and!I!went!into!a!hostel!on!my!own.!I!was!19.!One!day!I!was!
very!in!pain,!I!suffered!three!nights,!the!pain!was!cruel.!I!didn’t!know!a!dentist!existed.!Then!a!health!
interpreter!visited!me!and!she!told!me!I!could!go!to!a!dentist.!!
The!hostel!had!an!interpreter!who!helped!me!with!a!housing!application.!I!was!given!a!flat!in!Barton!
Hill.!Someone!in!the!hostel!told!me!that!Barton!Hill!was!hell,!and!not!to!go!there.!This!scared!me,!but!
I!needed!accommodation,!so!I!went!anyway.!!
I!walked!all!the!way!from![…]!to![…]!to!go!to!the!Housing!Office.!I!was!scared.!What!was!going!to!
happen?!I!felt!like!I!was!going!underground,!into!the!dark.!But!when!you’ve!come!from!a!war,!you!
don’t!care,!you!just!keep!going.!You!will!live,!or!you!will!die.!
Then!I!saw!a!door!with!a!big!sign,!and!I!went!in!to!ask!for!help.!The!door!was!open.!It!was!
[Community!Organisation],!and!I!met![…]!!a!community!worker.!She!read!my!letter!and!she!showed!
me!where!to!go.!!
It!was!so!scary,!but!they!showed!me!my!accommodation.!I!lived!for!10!days!with!no!fridge!or!cooker,!
just!a!mattress!and!bed!from!the!charity!shop.!!
I!had!a!key!worker!and!she!helped!me!understand!my!rights!and!how!to!get!access!to!social!services.!
After!this!I!got!indefinite!right!to!stay!in!the!UK.!Then!I!could!get!a!GP!and!other!services.!
My!first!child!was!born!at!this!time,!and!I!came!to![the!community!organisation]!and!went!to!see![…].!
She!took!me!to!the!Family!Centre!to!meet!the!staff.!This!is!the!point!that!my!happiness!started!and!
my!life!began!as!a!citizen.!!
People!here!have!helped!me!to!learn,!to!get!friends!and!they!told!me!I!can!do!anything.!They!
believed!in!me.!And!I’ve!been!working!here!too.!
Now,!I!always!get!help!from![the!community!organisation],!and!I!help!other!people!as!well.!And!I’m!
volunteering!because!I!want!to!pay!back!something.!
!
